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Abstract 

Four groups of introductory chemistry students at r-!ernorial 

University of Newfoundland \\Tere studied to determine if :r:~.athematics 

skills remediation would positively affect their chemistry achievement. 

Two of the above four groups were designated experimental groups and 

two of the groups were designated corresportding control groups. The

control groups were given regular introductory chemistry instruction 

plus other activity that was not intended to increase theiJ~ mathematics 

competence. The experimental groups were given mathematics remediation. 

Total chemistry instruction time in the experimental versus the con-trol 

groups on all topics was equal. 

The mathematics skills of all subjects were evaluated Hit:h a 

mathematics skills test at the beginning of the one semester course. 

'i'he same test \'las used to evaluat.e any change in mathematics skills at 

the end of the semester ia all four groups. 

J-'_n analysis of covariance on ·the mathematics posttest scores, 

¥ntlt mathematics pre-test scores and Piageti<m intellectual level 

scores as covariates showed the experimental groups h."'l.d improved their 

mathematics skills in general \\Then contrasted with the cont·col groups. 

'l'he relationship betv1een t-Jlis improvement in mathematics skills 

for the experimental ~rroups on achievement. in chemistry was evaluated 

using an analysis of covaria.nce in which the mathematics p:n~-scores 

and Piagetian intellectual level scores were used as covariates. 

No significan-t imp.rovement .i.n chE~nlis ·tr.y achic·vcmcnt. \vas detected for 

the e::-:peci.r.tent:a l groups versus i.:.l1e con·trol 9roups . 
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An attempt was made to replicate a study done by Denny (1970) 

in which high correlations were reported between each of ten 

rna thema tics skills scores and chemistry scor:es, and between rna thema tics 

skills scores and mathematical chemistry scores. The results of this 

study, as did the results obtained by Denny (1970), showed a sign

ificant correlation between the overall scores obtained on the 

mathematics skills test developed by Denny (1970) and chemistry 

achievement scores but this correlation was not as high as the 

correlation found by Denny (1970). Also as in Denny•s study a 

significant correlation was obtained between overall mathematics 

skills scores and mathematical chemistry scores but again, this 

correlation was not as high as the correlation found by Denny (1970). 

The high correlations reported by Denny (1970) be~:een each of the 

ten mathematics skills sub-scores with the chemistry achievement scores 

and t.~e mathematical chemistry scores were not obtained in this stu:]y. 

Skill with ratio a.Io.d proportion and skill with percent correlated 

significantly with chemistry achievement and mathematical chemist-ry 

achievement at the 0.01 level. Also skill with computation corralat8d 

sig~ificantly, at the 0 . 01 level, with chemistry achievffinent. 

A post-hoc attemp-t was made at analyzing which rna therna tics skills, 

of i:he ten described in this study, are prerequisite for understanding 

some c on8epts found in introductory chemistry. This an::~.lysis indicated 

t hat the ability to a p p l y fractions, d e cimals, and ratio and proportion 

was quite clearly prere quisi. te to t.he underst.anding of t.he eleven 

introductory chernis t"cy skills defined in this study. GenP.ral cornput-

atiou, use of parentheses, signed n1unber usage , usE' of exponents, usE:: of 
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percentage, manipulation of one-varibale equations and producing x, 

y graphs also appeared by this analysis to be prerequisite to the 

understanding of the eleven introductory chemistry skills defined in 

this study. 
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Chapter l 

INTRODUCTION 

Numerous suggestions have been made that students beginning 

introductory chemistry at the high school or junior college level 

often appear to lack the necessary calculat ion skills to cope with 

problem-solving aspects of CHEM-Study and similar chemistry courses. 

(Thorpe & Lindblad, 1962; Webb, 1964; Washton, 1967; Denny, 1970.) 

Being acquainted wit~ high school mathematics but not thoroughly 

skilled in the mathematics necessary for dealing with chemis·try 

calculations may seriously impede the progress of some students 

attempting to develop a correct understanding of som~~ of the concepts 

in introductory chemistry particularly if they are not fully formal 

op(~ra tfonal int.ellectually. 

Evidence of a high correlation between performance of chemistry 

calculat.ions and mathematical ability is provided in a study done by 

Denny (1970). The relationship of mathematics skills to che1nistry 

cal:::ulations is better exemplified by a study donP. by Okey and Gagne 

(1970) in \vhich a task a nalysis appr:oach \vas used to evaluate which 

skills were prerequisite for a particular chemistry tu1it on solubility 

products. These skills were mos tly mathematics skills. For example, 

the correct use of exponential notation \·las found to he necessary for 

the solution of many calculations involving solubility product. 

'l'here a r e other examples of chemistry c o ncepts that, it would 

appear, need a thorough understanding of mathematics for their complete 

understanding. The calculation of the percent.age composition by mass 

of a compound such as sodit.un hydroxide from its chemical formula is 
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one such example. An understanding of percentage and a facility with 

calculating a percentage generally predominates in a problem such as 

this. Even for students who apply algorithmic procedures to such 

calculations a good understanding of percentage VTould perhaps allO\v a 

student to logically check tl-1e reasonableness of an answer obtained 

algorithmically. Knowing the mathematical principle rather than only 

knowing the required algorithm may have greater generalizability, and 

perhaps would make a greater variety of problems that are different in 

format rather than in principle solvable by a person capable of under

standing t.he mathematical principle. It appears though that the ability 

to mentally acquire a principle vlhich is universally applicable may be 

possible only by a formal operational individual. {Lawson & Wollman, 

1976). Indeed thP.re arc persistent suggestions that. problem solving 

(including computational applications) in science is strongly related 

te the a.bility to operate at. a formal operationa l level (Karplus, 1977; 

Lawson & Renner, 1975). Hence it is necessary to consider potentially 

confounding effects of this variable when attempts are made to determine 

the relationship of other variables to problem-solving in science. 

Another exwnple of a typical chem:i.stry p:roble.in that. involves one or 

more mathematics concepts is the calculation of direct mole-mole ratio 

using a given balancect chemical equation and sone principles of 

s toichio:ne::try. Such a problem might be: 

Calculate, using the equation given, the nlL-:-iller of moles of 

oxyge n molecules produced Hhen 3.75 moles of KClo
3

(s) are 

decomposed by hc<:~tl.ng. 

KCl0
3

(s) KCl (!::;) + 3/2 0
2 

(g) 
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Many other examples of chemistry concepts that involve one or more 

mathematics concepts exist. (For example, molarity, empirical formulas 

and gas kinetic theory - all concepts taught in the introductory 

chemistry course used in this study.) For the purposes of this study 

eleven chemistry skills, each hypothesized to have a mathematics 

component are suggested. These are described fully in the section on 

Tests :Chemistry Achievement Test (Page 36). 

Despite the extensive occurrence of computations in chemistry 

there is little evidence that authors of chemistry text-books or 

teachers of chemistry make a systematic and deliberate attempt to ensure 

the availability of the necessary mathematics skills within the context 

of chemistry courses. In fact, it is common to see appendices to 

introductory chemistry texts filled v1ith exercises \·Thich would promote 

acquisition of calculation skills. However, these are rarely viewed 

as an integral part of the chemistry course. It appears to be assumed 

that the student \vill acquire the calculation skills he needs for 

chemistry (if he does not possess t.hem) by doing chemistry. 

Taking the exercises out of the appendices of introductory 

chemistry text.s and int.egrat.ing them with the hulk of the course may 

b e a move that would lead to better studcr>t achievement in introductory 

ch~;nistry. Such a move may help students who have not been high 

achie vers in mathematics and who are not fully formal operational in 

the P:i.aget~ i a n sense, to improve their performance in chemistry. 

ln th~ present study it is hypothes ized t.ha t it is poss ible to 

tc<:1ch mathematics skills in chemistry clas ses and it is further 
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hypothesized that when this teaching is successful it affects achieve

ment positively in chemistry. 

A detailed task analysis of the mathematics skills required for 

the chemistry course involved v1as not performed formally in the 

present study, but efforts duriny teaching of chemistry in the 

expe:rimental groups were directed at evaluating mathematics skills 

needed for a particular topic followed by teaching and reteaching of 

the skills prior to teaching of a topic in science. 

A preliminary study of 250 first year chemistry students at 

Memorial University indicated a correlation of 0.41 between upper 

range (50% and higher) high school mathematics grades (grade XI) and 

introductory chemistry. This observation and other studies to be 

reviewed in the next section suggest the possibility that mathematics 

achievei\lent and chemistry _achievf'Jnent may correlate significant.ly. 

Tne: prc=:sent study concerns itself primarily with investigat.:ing the 

effect of teaching, and when necessary reviewing, calcnlation skills 

b0.l:i.eved to bP necessary for particular units in int.roductory 

chemistry. All inst.ruction on calculation skills took place within 

the context of the r e gular chemistry classes. 

The primary purpose of the study reported here is to deternine 

whether or not deliberately rcmcdiating for specific calculation skills 

signjficantly enhances achievement in introductory chemistry. The 

grc~tcr efficiency of a reme d ia tion approach is supported by a study 

by Okey •. md Ga9nc {19/0) .1.n v,hich they ideJ~tified the subordinate 

!:.,l:.ills r~cedcd to dca i. v:i th solubi..l i. ty product calculations and then 

provid <.:!d remcdjat.i.on exercises on the subordinate skills noted to be 
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lacking in the students~ Performance significantly improved. Of 

interest to this study is the fact that the majority of skills 

remediated \'lere mathematics skills. 

A secondary purpose of this study is to attempt to determine 

whether the calculation skills identified by Denny (1971) are 

necessary prerequisites for success on specific types of chemistry 

problems. An attempt is also made to identify relationships beb-1een 

the availability of selected formal operational schema and performance 

in introductory chemistry. 

The following chapter includes a brief summary of a literature 

survey in the areas of mathematics and its relationship to science. 

This study is limited to an evaluation of the effect of mathematics 

remediation on achievement in chemistry; therefore the literature has 

been surveyed and reported accordingly. Also since some evidence 

exis·ts showing ·that chemistry achievement perhaps is a fw1ction of 

student intellectual level the literature on Piu.get's intellectual 

development theory and measurement of intellectual development has 

been surveyed and reported. 
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RELATED LITERATURE 

Hathematics and its Relationship to the Sciences 

The need to assess the role of mather,tatics as it is applied in the 

sciences has been stressed by many authors (e.g., Thorpe & Lindblad, 

1962; Kolb, 1968; Mayor, 1970; Boeck, 1972). These authors have 

proposed that the mathematics background of a substantial proportion of 

students is inadequate for work in the sciences, and some have proposed 

reasons for these deficiencies and methods for dealing ·with t_hem. 

Mayor (1970, page 293) suggests " ••. the goals of mathematics and 

of science are common goals and neither can adequately serve its 

purpose without the other". He goes on to say that science and 

roathematics are quite separate and suggests they should not be . 

.Hayor even goes so far as to propose a timetable of chn.nsre in 

mathematics and science curricula . He proposes t.hat_: 

By 1975 (or earlier), every school program should provide 
for the early introduction of graphing and of decimal 
fractions and for frequent opportunities to use these 
skills after they are int-xoduced. 

By l985, all elernentary school science and 
mathematics programs should be carefully correlated, 
if not fully integrated. 

· By 1 qgs, rna thcmd tics, lhc language of science, 
must clearly also be the language of ev8ry c;itizen. 

(Mayor, 1970, page 29J) 

Mayor's proposals are supported by an expe-cimc·n tal s t.t~dy by 

Koll> (1968) in v7hich he investigated t.he effects of r£la.t.ing 

mat..hcmatics to science instruction on the acquisition of qua-

ntitc.~tivE science behc.:.viours. Ac(;orc1in9 to Kolb lc<?:.rninCJ science 

requires t..he l earner to have ccrt<1in uwthcmatical abilities. Using 
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128 fifth grade students randomly assigned to either a control group 

or an experimental group, Kolb exposed the experimental group to 

mathematics instruction directly relating to the science lesson in 

a highly specific manner prior to the science lesson. This group 

performed significantly better in science than the control group which 

studied mathematics as it occurred in the mathematics textbook normally 

used. 'l'he science topics taught are described as "quantitative". 

Thorpe and Lindblad (1962) report that a survey of elementary 

and junior high school science teachers showed that many science 

teachers felt that there was either a real deficiency in mathematics 

competence or that the mathematics was learned in such a restricted 

atmosphere that the student was unable to generalize it to application 

in science situations. Further this belief that better mathematics 

training was needed for greater success in science led to many 

teachers spending three to nine weeks teaching mathematics used in 

their science course. Boeck (1972) suggests that this apparent 

incompetence in mathematics may be due to the lack of proper 

sequencing of mathematics and science courses. 

Reviewing or remediating mathematics skills in science classes 

seems to be regarded as an accepted method of mentally preparing 

students for learning science concepts . The literature reviewed 

.1:or this study with n:~spect to sciences generally shovJS only some 

empirical proof for the pedagogical soundness of this approach to 

tPc~ching scie:-:~ce. 
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Nathematics in Chemistry 

Generally it is taken to be obvious that some mathematics skills 

are needed for successful pefformance of calculations in chemistry. 

Not much experimental work has been ·done to attempt to identify the 

specific types of mathematical skills needed for chemistry calcula

tions. Much speculation exists, though, largely in the way of simply 

blaming poor achievement in chemistry on students' inability to do 

mathematics. 

In an empirical study by Webb (1964) it was found that success in 

college chemistry was related more to mathematics background than 

chemistry background and that "high school chemistry alone does not 

rnaterially contribute to success in coll ~ge chemistry". (Webb, 1964, 

page 14). Success in college chemistry was shown to be related more 

to a good background in illathematics than to a good background in 

chemistry. In this scudy Webb iound tilat a substantial number of 

students with no high school chemistry background but a good high 

school mathematics background had greater success in college chemistry 

than students with a high school chemistry bu.ckground jncluded in 

their other high school trainin·J ~ Webb concludes that his findings 

support: the theory that a .. nast-.ery of the fundament:als of mathematics 

is necessary for academic: success in chemis try at the college level. 

HO\·ievcr \--lcbb' s findings may al~;o be interpreted in te.t.-ms of develop

mC:Iltet L level sin8c high achievement. in muthcrr.at:i.cs may be relateu 

to the s t.udents' abil i. ty to fur1ction intellcctlwlly at the formul

operat.ionul level -- an ability •t~hich might also <1ffcct chemistry 

aclt ievement . 
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In the opinion of the editor of Science Nev,rs (1975, Volume 108) 

mathematics education in the United States is so pluralistic that a 

committee commissioned by the Conference Board of the Hathematical 

Sciences could hardly recognize the presence of any clearly defined 

mathematics curriculum for American schools. The conunittee stressed 

"the need for relating mathematics to its application at ail levels 

of the curriculum". (Science News, 1975, Volume 108, page 325). 

Similarly in Washton; s (1967) vie\v there is a necessity for 

teac4ing the mathe1natics skills used in chemistry because the skills 

needed are not mastered adequately by students enrolled in introductory 

cherr.istry. Herron (1975) discusses the problems of chemistry students 

in the context of Piagetian psychology. He notes a study done at th2 

Uni'Jersity of Oklahoma which showed that 50 percent of college freshmen 

tested. were functioning completely at the Piagctian concrete operational 

level and that only 25 percent of the sample could be considered fully 

formal operat~_onal. lie notes that many students are t.herefore not 

capable of dcal.i.ng wi.th mathematical problc;ns involving rat.io - a formal 

operational concept. This lack of ability to deal \·lith ratio problems 

is cri·tical, for as indicated in the introduction to this study, and as 

later it is shmvn in the analysis of data in this study, ·the concept of 

ratio is a fundum e ntul concept found in a significe:mt numbe r of chemistry 

calculation~;. 'l'he inab.ili ty of a chemistry s Ludcnt to handle ratio 

compLttations regardless of his developmental level therefore makes 

t c:uchinCJ of muny concepts of chemistry to this stu~cnt impossible. 

Ouscrvations such as thh; su<]gcst the necessity of reviewing concepts 
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such as ratio with junior college level students functioning at the 

concrete level. Review work may indeed have to begin at a concrete 

level with gradual advancement to a more formal and abstract level if 

this is indeed possible '\.'lith a concrete level student. 

Good and Morin (1978) in a paper dealing with mathematics and 

logic skills exhibited by college freshman chemistry students give 

strong support to the need to integrate simple mathematics skills 

instruction with regular introductory chemistry c.:>urseso Good and 

Morin (1978) evaluated the mathematical abilities and logical reasoning 

abilities of about 1, 000 students - most of v7hom were at the college 

freslunan level. In addition, they evaluated the relationship betHeen 

the students' abilities in mathematics and logic and their success in 

introductory college chemis ·try. The mathematics skills tested included 

decimals and fractions, e>~ponential numbers, equations '"i th one unknown 

and problems involving perc entages, averages, and ratios . These subsume 

seve n of the ten s kills proposed by Denny (1971) e<s being prerequisit.e 

for introductory chemis try at the high school level. The logic problems 

included matching t\vO ser ies of objects, selecting n e cessary premises 

fo:r: a given outcome, making cor:tbinations , perimeter-area relationships, 

e quilibrium in a balance, displacement volume and pr.Jbability and 

co·cre lation <:tl reasoning . These v1e re regarded by the authors as being 

similar r.o Pia<Jetian- type task t es ts us ed to measure intellectual 

cle velopnenlal leve l. 

In the) r study Good and .M.or :i .. n found th.:1 t . c -:.rcn basic ma thematics 

sk1.lls involving the convers ion ot fraction s to d e cimals or solving 
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simple equations with one unkno-wn, were apparently not. exhibited by 

about 25 percent of these students. About half of the nearly 1,000 

subjects included in this study could not solve simple problems, 

invol vi rig exponential numbers (e.g. 
k 4 3 2 

(~) 2 
( 2 X 2- ) • 

With regards to the items on logic, Good and Morin (1978) 

report that fewer than one student in four is capable of using 

combinatorial reasoningc relating perimeter to area, or making 

correlations from available data. Sliailar low levels of success 

\'lere reported for other i terns of the logic tests. Further, follm-ring 

an analysis of variance contrasting students with grades of A or B 

witlL students obtaining D or F in chemistry in their chemistry course 

G0od c...n.::l Horin (1978) conclude that. success in introductory chemist:t:y 

is strongly related to select.ed mathematics skills and to logical 

ability. 

Dence (1970) suggests that four "mos·t important" mathematics 

skills are: necessaJ: y _;n introductory chemistry. His suggestion is 

based em a prolonged survey of what he regards as typical introductory 

chc~istry courses. These suggested skills are of interest to this 

study from .the point of viev1 that they are of higher difficulty 

level than t:he skills hypothe sized in this study to be necessary for 

"in ~-roc1uctor.y" chemistry. '1'he ramifications of Dence' s suggestions 

are di~;cussed in the "Limitations" section of this study. 

One skill Dence regards as important for solving chemical 

calc ula t-.il'll !:• is Uw t of solutio n s t .o c.1lgcbr,~ic equations - An exa..rnple 

of a problem involving a soluti <'n t:o an <:~Jgcbraic equation includes 
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setting up and solving a problem dealing with det.ermining the 

percentage contribution of the isotopes of Chlorine, (Cl, at. mass 

34.980 and Cl at. mass 36. 978) t .o 'the naturally occurring c1
2 

mixture 

having atomic mass of 35.453. Also in this skill category Dence 

includes use of the quadratic equation. A problem such as this 

would be regarded as being of a very difficult introductory chemistry 

level in the context of the present study and is regarded as atypical. 

The problem given below would be regarded as more typical of a 

"Solution to an Algeb r aic Equation'' problem: 

In a lOOg mixture of Fe and s
8

, there is 
tvTice as much Fe as s

8
. How ma ny g of 

Fe are there? (Fe = iron; s
8 

= sulphur) 

(a) 25 g 

(b) 33 1/3 g 

(c) 66 2/3 g 

(d) some othe r ;:~.mou.nt 

The second skill Dence regards as n e cess ary for introductory · 

chemistry is "Functional Relationships Among Varic1bles". This again 

includ.es not only simple linear graphs (rega rded as typical in this 

study) but also plots suc h a s : y = lo~ x, 3 
y = s in x, y = ax + 6. 

'I'he sc wo uld be regarde d a s very d1.f f i c ult concep t s fo.r. the chemistry 

s tude nts ill the p r ese nt study. 

'l'hc thi r d top i.e De ne e r e <jard s as impor t .an t to in lrodnctory 

che mi st r y i s tha. t of "Ope ratio n !j and Lo garithms " . He suggests that 

s tt:Clc nts h a v e v~ry litt1e fac ility with us c of logarithms in spite 

of tltei~ rathe r freque nt usc in che mis t ry. 

Lastly, Dencr..! feels "~robabili ty and St.:1.tis tics" must. be taught 

in h i.g h ~;chool if a stnd(•nt is to prope rly understand t .opics such as 
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orbital theory. Students' abilities or lack of these abilities in 

probabilities and statistics generally are not regarded as crucial 

in this study since no evidence was found in the review of introductory 

chemistry text-books showing that statistical probability is used as a 

matter of course. 

In a study by Denny (1970) the mathematical skills required for 

high school chemistry were investigated by firstly identifying the ten 

mathematics skills most commonly used in "recently" published high 

school chemistry textbooks. A 60-item test (!1AST) produced by Denny 

to test these skills was administered to 276 first-year high school 

chemistry students. Correlations from 0.63 to 0.82 between the 

mathematics-skills sub-scores and ACS-NS'rl\. High School Chemistry 

chemistry-calculation sub-score administered to 242 of the 276 students 

mentioned above. The correlation bebveen the overall score and the 

ACS-NSTJ\. test score Has 0. 80. The correlation betv1een the H.Z\.ST overall 

score and the ACS-NS'IA calculation sub-score was 0. 75. 

'l'he method Denny used to obtain sub-scores would appear to be 

quite invalid and should not be used for diagnostic and statist.ical 

purposes. A given question on Denny's mathematics test could require 

or be a test of two or t:hree or even 1nore .skills. If a student 

correctly ans\·Jered a question testing three skills, h~! received a 

point f0r each skill. It could be tl1e case, then, tl1at if a student 

did not have skill one he would Hot be able to ans\..rer a question in 

\-lhich skill one v1as need(~d eve-n if he possessed skills tHo and ·three 

which als<' might be used in a given question. Hence he Hould fail to 
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score for skills h·lO and three as well. These sub-scores, then, certainly 

do not in fact measure the student's true score on a particular skill. 

Never~1eless, the total test score on this test may be a fairly good 

measure of general mathematics ability since the content validity of 

the mathematics skills test for purposes of measuring a student's 

abilities with respect to the ten skills defined by Denny was acceptable 

to four judges: two chemists and two mathematicians. Denny's test was 

modified for the purposes of the present study with sub-scores derived 

by using only those questions in which unique or predominating skills 

could be identified. Any given question was considered to measure 

one skill only. 

There is evidence that curriculum planners do "water down" 

science courses for use with \-Teaker s t.udents. In chemistry this 

is often in the form of removal of difficult mathematics computations. 

For example an attempt. to make chemistr y available to stude nts of a 

broad range of abilities led to the p roduction of the various CHEH

Study series of textbooks. The easiest of the series (O'Connor et al, 

1968) has much less computational content than the most. advanced CHEN

Study text . (Parry et al, 1970) . More recently this trend to a reduced 

comput.a ti.onal emphasis rnay be obo,ervecl in the Interdisciplinary 

Appro3.ch to Chemistry {Il\C) (Gardner, et al, 1976) cour-se, a course 

intended for a wide range of hi~1 school students. This course is 

much lC-!SS rnathcma tics or.i.cuted t..han any of the CHEH-Study texts. 

The approach taker, in the prt::scnt study is cont.r.::Lry to the above 

'-; LrateCjy to d es ign science cour~:es for \•lCil.ker students by almost 
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eliminating computational content. Rather than trying to by-pass the 

computational aspects of the chemistry course a greater emphasis is 

placed on relevant mathematics skills. In other words, if a student 

is lacking certain prerequisites for a subject he is retaugh·t these 

skills prior to being given further instruction in chemistry. It is 

hoped that additional practice might lead to greater competency and 

greater feeling of satisfaction on the part of the student .• 

A wide-scale application of such an approach to remediation in 

mathematics was taken in The Program of the College Education 

Achievement Project (CEAP) operated on fourteen campuses in the 

southern U.S.A. (Grigsby, 1971). In this project, students of lm-1 

achievement were hypothesized to have achieved poorly academically 

partly because of a "poor self-image" resulting from the students' 

inability to do routine mathematics operations. The mathematics 

up-grading program offered intensive remediation Hith an emphasis 

on proficiency in operations of arithmetic as a s ·tarting point. This 

program included a handbook of objectives which was expected to be 

read and followed by any new teacher joining the p~ogra.-n. A student was 

admitted to CEAP on the basis of his performance on a placement 

examinaLion. A student <.lirect.ed to the CEl\P program for. remediation 

in a su..~jcct would conL.inue in this program until he achieved a grade 

of A, B, c or D. If he could not achieve a grade of at least a D, 

a letter grade indicc:tti11g the degree of progress made was reported 

fo)_ the student and he \vc:ts then expe cted to return to c:t CEAP course 

and continue until a pass \,'as achieved. The progress of each student 
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\-las monitored closely since financial aid was terminated as soon as 

the student qualified for admission to a regular college course. The 

program was reported to be successful at least from the point of view 

that many students from the program continued college studies. It was 

noted that if they did not continue t~eir college studies it was not 

due to failure academically but due to financial considerations and 

other vocational plan changes. Of course the CEAP remediation program 

and the success of this program has limited generalizability since 

the program was not intended for research purposes and was not 

structured as a research project but did involve a defined program 

of instruction. 

Piaget's Theory of Intellectual Development 

There are suggestion$ that problem-solving in chemistry might be 

related to the ability of students to function intellectually at the 

formal operations level (Y-arplu s, 1977). Studies show that 50-60% 

of college freshmen of~cn cannot function at the formal level. 

(Elkind, 1961; McKinnon·, 1971; Towler & Hheatley, 1971). The 

necessity for a student to function mentally at the formal level if 

he is a student of a science suer. as biology, chemistry or physics is 

illustrated by a study done by La\.,rson and RennP-r (1975) in which they 

cv.:•.luated the concepts of these science courses and concluded that the 

m<:~.jori ty of these conccpt.s requ.i red formal thought. 

Pial)ct ' s work on intellecl"l1a l developin~nL cha.racterizes the 

dcveloprncn t of intclli(}Cnce from birth to age 15 into tin-ce major 
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stages: a sensorimotor period from birth to age two; a concrete 

operations period from ages seven to ll; and the commencement of 

formal operations and intellectual maturity in the age range of 11 

to 15. The intellectually mature individual becomes capable of 

understanding and manipulating relationships between abstractions 

directly with no reference to concrete reality. This maturity is 

reached to varying degrees by different individuals after age 15 

or 16. 

Mathematical symbolic language of logic is used by Piaget in 

presenting his theory on intelligence. The following description of 

Piaget's theory on intelligence in this study focuses upon the general 

characteristics of adolescence; the period during which formal 

operational thought as defined by Piaget appears. According to 

Piaget the following differences . may be observed betv1een the formal 

and concrete thinker. Firstly, one main characteristic of the formal

operational child is the ability to make reality secondary to possibility. 

In con·trast, a concrete-operational child may begin an analysis of the 

relationship between concrete objects with little foresight as to how 

each object might relate to the other after physical changes are imposed 

on some of ·the objects. Secondly, the concrete-operational child will 

not realize the nee d to hold all but one factor constant in experimental 

anal ysis while a formal-ope rational child would do so. A third 

cliff.:-.~rencc is that the formal operational child will advance beyond 

the empiricism of a concrete-operational child. The formal-operational 

chi.lcl exhibits thought that is "hypothetico-deductive". Fourthly the 
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formal-operational child has the ability to exhibit combinatorial 

thinking. Piaget postulates that development of this ability involves 

what he calls "combinatorial schema" and suggests that the existence 

of these schema in a child's mind indicates logical thinking at the 

formal stage. This means, for example, with respect to the now 

classic chemical combinations task (Inhelder & Piaget, 1958) that the 

child will systematically seek all possible combinations of chemicals 

to give a predicted experimental result. Such an exhaustive approach 

suggests very diverse and flexible thinking on the part of the formal 

thinker. Piaget suggests that the cognitive structures needed to 

successfully perform this task are mostly developed by the end of 

adolescence at about age sixteen. Finally, unusual results in an 

experiment will not confuse the formal-operational child as much as 

the concrete-operational child as a greater number of possibilities 

(in terms of possible -experimental results) exists for this child. 

Karplus (1977) extends the above to sugges ·t some "clues" that 

can be used to classify reasoning patterns of individ~als into concrete 

intellect and those that are characteristic of a formal intellect. 

When using concrete reasoning patterns, the individual: 

Cl applies classification and generalizations based on 

observable criteria. 

C2 applies conservation logic. 

C3 applies serial ordering and es ·tablishes a one-to-one 

correspondence between two observable series. 
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When using formal reasoning patterns, tile individual: 

Fl applies multiple classification, conservation logic, serial 

ordering, and other reasoning patterns to concepts, abstract 

properties, axioms, and theories 

F2 applies combinatorial reasoning considering all conceivable 

combinations 

F3 states and interprets functional relationships in 

mathematical form 

F4 recognizes the necessity of an experimental design that 

controls all variables but the one being investigated 

FS reflects upon his own reasoning to look for inconsist.encies 

or c ontradictions with o ·ther known information. 

The following table given by Karplus (1977, page 171) describes the 

most important differences between concrete and formal reasoning. 

Concrete and Formal Reasoning Patterns 

CONCRETE 

(a) Needs reference to familiar actions 
objects, and observable properties 

(h) Uses reasoning p~ttcrns Cl - C3, 
but not pat.tcrns Fl - FS. 

(c) Needs step-by--s tep Jnstructions in 
it lengthy proce clut·e. 

(d) I s not av1.:-.rc of hi!:> o•vn reasoning, 
incons.is tc:ncie~~ among various 
statements he mc.i}:cs, ot· coutradic
tions Hitll oth(!Y kno~·m facts. 

FORMAL 

Can ·reason with conceptsT 
relation~; hips, abstract pro
perties, axioms, and theories; 
uses symbols to express ideas. 

Uses reas oning patterns 
Fl - FS as well as Cl - C3. 

Can plan a lcng thy procedure 
given certain overall goals 
and r esources. 

Is awace .and critical of his 
own reasoning; actively 
seeks checks on the validity 
of his conclusions by appeal
ing to other knmm information. 
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The evidence for the different characteristics suggested above for 

formal and concrete thinkers has been derived from many studies carried 

out by Piaget and others over many years. ~yPically, tasks have been 

presented in a personal interview format. More recently some 

investigators have used group testing procedtrres because of the 

greater number of subjects who can therefore be tested. The evidence 

that such procedures are acceptable is encouraging. 

Rowell and Hoffman {1975) used a combination paper and pencil

laboratory test composed of the chemical combinations task and the 

"pendulum problem" to establish the reliability of a group-administered 

developmental level test. Rowell and Hoffman hypothesized that a 

particular qualit.y of tho.ught demonst.rated in one subject area tends 

to be demonstrated with problems possessing a similar structure in 

another subject area. •l'esting eight student ·groups made up of students 

from differing "ability" strcait1S from a South Australian metropolitan 

high school these researchers found that the scores obtained on the 

b1o f;eparate tests correlated moderately highly (r = 0. 56, p = 0. OS). 

Both tests showed a parallel increase in percentage of formal thinkers 

witlt increase in chronological age and a higher percentage of formal 

thinkers ln the "upper stream" at t11c "various " grade levels. 

Lawson {1978) used c:1 testing format that~. is similar to that of 

Rm·1ell and Hoffman (1975) to validate group administered Piagetian 

tests. Lc:Mson produced a 15-item test, modelled on previously used 

Piaget:iar. tasks involvit'VJ the concept.:::: of conserv-:1.tion, proportional 

reasoning, controlling variable~;, combinatorial reasoning and prob·-
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ability. The sample consisted of eighth and tenth grade students 

of one school and a group of ninth grade students selected from 

another school. All students (513 total) we:ce administered the 

classroom test. A s~msample of 72 students was randomly selected 

and individually administered a battery of four Piagetian tasks in 

an interview format. These involved the conservation of weight task 

(Piaget & Inhelder, 1962), displaced volume (Karplus & Lavatelli, 

1969), bending rods (Inhelder & Piaget, 1958, Chap. 3), and the balance 

beam (Inhelder & Piaget, 1958, Chap. ll). Responses on all four tasks 

were used to factorially validate the classroom test. Responses on 

the bending rods and balancing beam tasks were correlated with scores 

on the group-<!dministered t.ests. Pearson product-moment correlations 

bet\veen the group test total score and level of response on the bending 

rods and balance beam task correlated at 0.75 and 0.65 respectively. 

The factorial analysis yielded findings that the group test item 

scores and interview task scores "loaded heavily" on ·the same factors. 

The results of Lawson • s re~;earch suggest three identifiable 

psychological parameters were measured by ·the above tests. These 

t .hree par~c ters LaHson suggests are: formal reu.soning, early formal 

reasoning {intermediate) and concrete reasoning. The above-mentioned 

paper and pencil-laboratory test \vas face-validated by a group of six 

experts in the field of Piagetian psychol6gy. 

0~1er studies {She ehan, 1970; Raven 1 1974; Shayer & Whariy, 

197'1; Re:mr.:r, 1977) have also U'-i <~d a la-r-ge group format, \vith similar 

In the prc~:en t s Ludy the devcloplilcn tal testing \vas carried 

out by aclmini~; tcring five tasks in this way. 
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A number of authors have referred to the relationship bet\-Teen 

developmental level and achievement in science. •rwo of these papers 

(Lawson & Renner, 1975; Sayre & Ball, 1975) are based upon empirical 

evidence collected in :reasonably well controlled studies. Others such 

as studies by Herron {1975},Albanese (1976), Bauman (1976) arc suggestive 

but are not sufficiently well controlled to be considered definitive. 

Lawson and Renner used randora samples of biology and chemistry 

students selected from the biology and chemistry classes of a high 

school of 2,000 students to study the relationship beb1een these 

studentsf intellectual developmental level and their ability to 

understand concepts in biology and chemistry. For purposes of the 

study the concepts in the · courses were c lassified as either concre·te 

or formal. 

The intellectual developmental level of each student was measun~d 

by a set of four Piagetian L:tsk tests. Each subject. matter test 

consisted of 1 5 concrete end 15 formal multiple-choice questions. 

'l'hese t:ests \-lere face -validated by six exp2rts in science and science 

education. An intact class of 33 physics students was studied in a 

r..anner identical to the r andom samples of biology and chemistry 

students. 

Lawson and Renner's study revealed that students categorized as 

"transitional-concrete" an<l "concrete-operiltional-11-B" showed they 

understood about 30 percent of the concre te-operational concepts and 

sho·.ved l i tt.l c or no und e rs tanchng o f formal operational concepts. An 

understanding of fo rm.":t l concept:> \·las clear] y not shO\vn by stude nts 
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classed as concrete . Students categorize d as transitional formal

operational or fully formal-operational demonstrated understanding of 

both concrete and formal concepts. ( '.rhe majority of the concepts, in 

the three science courses involved above, were categorized as formal.) 

A study by Sayre and Ball (1975) involved 214 students dra\vn from 

a random sample of students enrolled in junior high school science 

co\lrses and a random s ample of 205 students enrolled in senior high 

school scienc e cours e s also sough t to evaluate the relationship between 

intellectual developmental level and performance in science courses. 

A battery of five Piagetian tasks \-Tas used .to evaluate the 

intellectual developmental level of the students p Completion of at 

least four of the five tasks led to the students' being categorized 

as formal-operational. Overall course grades were used to represent 

scholastic achievement . . 

The findings of the above study shO\ve d that, in general, formal 

ope rational students r e c e ive higher scholastic grades in science than 

non-forma l stude nts. This study showed that there is a significant 

(at the 0.01 level) but low correlation be·tv1een the number of tasks 

p e rformed at the for mal operationa l level and the scholastic grades 

of science s tude nts (r = 0 , 33 junior high s chool, r "'" 0.46 senior high 

s chool). Appropriately 32% of the biology students, 69 % of ·the chemistry 

s tude nts an.-'! 81 % of the phys ics stude nts \vere considered formal. 

It Has also found tha t there is a signi ficant relationship at the 

0. Ol leve J. b e l:.\veen the ~ cnolast _i. c: succ e s s of eighth and ninth grade, 

biolo g y , and high school c hemi s try stude nts and their p e rformance on 
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the PiaC]etian task tests. There \>las no significant relationship at 

the 0.05 level bet\veen scholastic success of high school physics and 

seventh grade science students and their performance on the Piagetian 

task tests. However, Herron (1976) in a commentary on the work of 

Sayre and Ball suggests that since only 8.6% of the seventh grade 

students were judged to be formal and 80.7% of the physics students 

were judged to be formal it is not possible for the value of the point 

biserial correlation to be large for these groups. 

In a small-scale study of his own Herron (1975) found a correlation 

of 0. 8 bet\veen total scores on a battery of Piagetian tasks and chemistry 

scores for 20 college students in an introductory chemistry course. 

Albanese et al, (1976) attempted to confirm Herron's findings Hi th 

the intention of adding some utility to the process and result of testing 

for intellectual level done by Herron. These authors anticipated that 

since such a high correlation existed b e tv1een a placement test and the 

Piagetian tests perhaps better advise could be given to students regarding 

their selection of chemistry course for study on the basis of Piagetian 

test. rcsul ts. However the set of written Piagetian tasks used by 

Albanese et al ..,.,ere fo'Jnd t.o account for very little variance in course 

per forrrL<Lnce. Indeed the Piagetian scales above acconnt for no more 

than 5.71% of the variance. 

Novick and Heni:. (1978) anc\lyzed the fifteen year old student's 

concept of the mole after a number of fifteen year old students were 

t.<lught a unit in chcmis try from a syllabus that used thP. mole as its 

bu.~;ic measuring uni. L or quantitative expression. The results of this 
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analysis indicated that most of these students had neither a coherent 

understanding of the mole concept as it is used in introductory 

chemistry, and its significance in interpreting chemical phenomena, 

nor the ability to use it effectively in solving problems. The 

conclusion reached by the above researchers was that these shortcomings 

on the part of the students were due to their inability to function 

intellectually at the required level to comprehend the mole concept. 

The Novick-Menis study is ·relevant to the present study since much of 

the chemistry taught in the experiment of Novick and Henis (1978) and 

in the classes used for this study directly or indirectly involves the 

mole concept, as do most introductory chemistry courses. 
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summary 

The present study attempts to investigate the relationship 

between chemistry achievement and remediation of relevant mathematics 

skills which are found to be lacking in a group of students in 

introductory chemistry . Literature pertaining to the relationship 

between mathematics skills and chemistry achievement has therefore 

been reviewed and discussed. 

Concerned pedagogues and researchers alike, the literature shows, 

claim that a significant relationship exists between availability of 

mathematics skills and achievement in chemistry. Remediation of 

mathema·tics is often claimed to be necessary for improvement of 

chemistry performance. The effect of remediation of mathematics with 

the intent of improving computational skill in chemistry has not been 

studied empirically to any appreciably extent. Instead many authors 

simply infer that remediation of mathematics should cause improvement 

in chemistry after noting that much of introductory chemistry is 

computational or mathematical in nature. 

Also other authors show that a high correlation does indeed exist 

between mathematics background and performance in chemistry . These 

authors too simply infer that up-grading the mathematical skill of a 

student will make this student n~re competent in chemistry. No strong 

empirical support is reported for this claim of greater competence due 

to mathematics remedia tion. 

Further some authors suggest, usually without strong empirical 

support, that achievement in chemistry and mathematics is in some way 
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a function of the intellectual developmental level of a student. The 

relationship is less strong than generally suggested, but developmental 

level does appear to contribute significantly to chemistry achievement. 

In order to control for this effect developmental level scores are 

therefore used as a covariate in the present study. 



Population and Sample 

. Chapter 3 

DESIGN AND OPERATION 

The population includes all students selected during registration 

procedures for Chemistry lOOF, an introductory chemistry course offered 

in the first year of a five year program at Memorial University of 

Newfoundland. This course includes students who do not fully quali£y 

for entry into first year courses and are placed into "foundation" 

courses - courses that are truly introductory for a given subject. 

The criteria for entry to the course are: 

(a) no chemistry and an overall grade XI average of less 

than 75%, or 

(b) some high school chemistry but less than 65% in grade XI 

chemistry with an overall high school average below 75%. 

In practice 95% of this category are students \vho did not 

complete grade XI chemistry (ie, failed high school 

chemistry). 

The sample studied was four intact foundation chemistry classes 

with a total (after attrition) of 68 students. Two of the classes 

were designated as the experimental groups and two of the classes 

were designated as the control groups. The investigator and one other 

instructo:r- were involved in the study. Each instructor taught one 

experimental and one cont.rol class. 

Design 

The experimental design involves two components. First, the 

effect of mathematics remediation on ma·thematics achievement, and 

second the effect. of the same treatment on chemistry achievement. 
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Each group was tested at the commencement and conclusion of the 

experiment by the same mathematics skills test (MAST). The 

experimental groups received mathematics remediation. The control 

groups received no mathematics remediation. All four groups of the 

study were intact introductory chemistry classes. The control groups 

and the experimental groups were tested for level of mathematical 

skill by the use of the mathematics skill test (MAST) at the beginning 

of the thirteen week semester. Only the two experimental groups 

received mathematics remediation. The control groups and the 

experimental groups were again tested for level of mathematical skill 

by the use of the mathematics skill test (MAST) at. the end of the 

thirteen week semester, in order to allow determination of the effect 

of the experimental treatment. The pre-test MAST scores were used as 

a covariate in an attempt to control statistically for possible 

sampling. Both the experimental and control groups followed the same 

chemistry course with the experimental group receiving the above 

mathematics skills remediation and the control group receiving a 

"placebo" treatment. Only a posttest of chemistry achievement was 

possible since many of the subjects had never been exposed to chemistry 

instruction before. Achievement in chemistry was evaluated at the end 

of the thirteen week semester by administration of a teacher made 

chemis ·try achievement test to all four groups of the study. 

The intellectual level of each student in all four groups was 

evaluated towards the beg-inning of the thirteen week semester by 

administration of a battery of Piagetian tasks. The scores derived 

from this test were entered as a covariate \'Then determining the effect 

of treatment (mathem3tics remediation) on mathematics and chemistry 

achievement, respectively. 
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Procedure 

The experimental classes received instruction and review of 

mathematics calculation skills believed to be prerequisite for topics 

covered in introductory chemistry. Calculation skills instruction 

was given, on the average, during one class period per week for a 

total of eight weeks in a thirteen week semester. Eight of thirteen 

weeks in this course are normally spent on calculation chemistry . 

Instruction, and sometimes necessary review, on specific mathematics 

skills preceded the unit in which the skills were applied. Short 

quizzes were given after classes on these remediated skills and before 

lessons on new related chemistry units began. If the results showed 

particular difficulty was being experienced by many students, further 

review and quizzing was done. By the end of the semester nearly all 

students scored at least 80% on mathematics skills quizzes given. 

The experimental groups were assigned 6% of the total course 

grade to all exercises, quizzes, and tests on mathematics skills. 

The control groups were assigned 6% of the total course grade to an 

essay-type assignment done out of class. The average time spent on 

the essay, out of class, by the control groups was about equal to 

that necessary for the experimental groups to complete the mathematics 

skills homework. The methods used for making instruction time in 

chemistry {exclusive of mathematics skills instruction) equivalent 

in the experimental and the control groups involved the following 

steps : 

{1) two lecture classes in each control group were cancelled, 
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(2) four films were shown in the control groups, in addition 

to those show·n as part of the regular course, 

(3) instruction on more advanced stoichiometry problems ,.,as 

given to the ~ontrol groups in the last week of classes. 

(These v1ere not tested on the final examination and the 

students were told this in the last class of the semester.) 

All subjects had an opportunity to attend one tutorial class per 

week in addition to the three regularly scheduled classes. In addition 

each subject could receive individual t·u.torial help from his instructor. 

Attennance was taken in the tutorial sessions to determine if a·ttendance 

for any particular student showed a bias for either the experimental or 

the control groups. Non~ v:as found. 

l·1aterials 

The fo}_lowing materials \·Tere used in this study. 

1. Introductory Chemistry Course 

~·he introductory chemistry course referred to in this study 

is defined by a course outline, a laboratory activities 

outline, behavioural objectives, a defined problem set 

for each unit of tl:.e course, and a reference textbook. 

All students and each instructor were aware of U1ese. 

The course outline, objecti v.:!s, and laboJ~a tory outline 

are incJuded in Appendix D. 

2. Calculations Skills Course 

The ten skills that w0r.e taught and reviewed at appropriat.e 

times were dc~ived from Denny (1970) and involved: 
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(l) general computation - addition, substruction, 

multi?lication, division, 

including algebraic operations 

(2) use of parentheses 

(3) signed number usage 

(4) use and manipulation .of fractions 

(5) use of decimals 

(6) use of exponents, manipulation of numbers with 

exponents and logarithm equivalence 

(7) use of percentage 

(8) manipulation of one-variable equations 

(9) use of ratio and proportions 

(10) producing and interpreting x, y graphs 

Definitions 

l.fa.thernu.tics skills test (MAST): 

The mathematics skills test as developed by Denny {1970). This 

test was designed to test ten part-.icular mathematics skills, namely, 

general computation, use of parenthesis, signed number usage, use and 

manipulation of fractions, use of decimals, use of exponents, use of 

percentage, manipulation cf one variable eqtlat.ions, use of ratio and 

prorortion, and proclncing x, y graphs. 

Pi.aget1:an tot-al score: 

'l'he score obtained for each !.; tudent on a set of five Piagetian 

tasks collectively designed to me asure the intellectual level of each 

sturlent. l\ score of zero, one, or two could be achieved on each one 
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of the five tasks used, for a total possible score of ten for each 

student if all five tasks were performed perfectly. Two of the 

Piagetian tasks tested ratio and proportion (Karplus & Karplus, 1970); 

two of the Piagetian tasks tested combinatorial schema (Inhelder & 

Piaget, 1958 and Hobbs, 1975) and one Piagetian task tested conservation 

of displacement volume (Karplus & Lavatelli, 1969). 

Mathematics pre-test scores: 

The individual scores obtained from the MAST administered to all 

groups at the beginning of the experiment of this study. 

Mathematics posttest scores: 

The individual scores obtained from the MAST administered to all 

groups at the end of the experiment of this study. 

Chemistry achievement test: 

A criterion test designed to test the achievement of the objectives 

(included in the Appendix) of the introductory chemistry course used 

for this study. 

Chemistry achievement score: 

The score obtained by each student on the chemistry achievement 

test administered to all students at end of the one-semester chemistry 

course used for this study. 

Mathematical chemistry score: 

The sub-score obtained by each student on the questions from the 

chemistry achievement test judged to have a mathematical component. 

The sub-score cont~ibuted a possible 71 points of the possible 100 

points on the chemistry achievement examination. 
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Tests 

(la) Mathematics Skills Test (MAST) 

The students' prior knowledge of calculation skills was evaluated 

in all four groups by a standardized test developed by Denny (1970). 

The test was designed to diagnose calculation capabilities of students 

with respect to specific skills. The same test was used at the end of 

the semester to evaluate the students' progress in the acquisition of 

these calculation skills. The test was a 60-item multiple choice test 

designed to indicate the students' understanding of basic concepts or 

skills. 

The test was a power test and could be completed by most of the 

students in an introductory chemistry class in 45 to 50 minutes. 

reproduced in Appendix A. 

(lb) The Modified Mathematic Skills Test (M-MAST) 

It is 

Complete information regarding the scoring procedure for Denny's 

mathematics skills test was not available until some time after the 

beginning of the s ·tudy. The test {MAST) is considered by the present 

investigator to have sufficient content validity as a test of general 

mathematical competence to allow its use for this purpose in the present 

study. The reliability coefficient (KR-20) for this test was 0.85. 

Denny's method of grading and evaluating this test to provide a 

sub-score for each of the ten skills was regarded as invalid. In 

most cases a point was scored for each of two or more skill categories 

if a given question was answered correctly. 

In other words, a given question could be regarded by Denny as 

requiring the correct application of as many as four skills but if a 
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student did not have any one of these skills he would be penalized 

(perhaps unjustifiably) in the other three skill categories. 

However, examination of the items in the Mathematics Skills Test 

suggested that many of the questions had one predominating skill. This 

led to development of a marking scheme based on a one question - one 

skill concept for purposes of the present study. The placing of the 

particular questions from the mathematics skills test into particular 

mathematics skill categories was firstly done by two chemistry 

instructors and then by two mathematics instructors. No concensus could 

be reached on the placement in a particular skill -category of ten out of 

sixty of the questions on the mathematics skill test. Of the remaining 

50 questions a particular question was placed in a particular category 

only if three out of four validators agreed that it could be placed in a 

particular skill category. 

On this basis, the following categorization- resulted: 

Questions from MAST 

Math Skill 1; general computation: 26, 27, 55 

Math Skill 2; use of parenthesis: 2, 3, 5 

Math Skill 3; signed number usage: 7, 30, 46 

Math Skill 4; use and manipulation 
of fractions: 12, 28, 39 

Math Skill 5; use of decimals: 21, 24, 36 

Math Skill 6; use of exponents, 
manipulation of 
numbers with exponents 
and logarithm ( 1) , ( 6) , 13, (14) , 201 ( 31) , 
equivalence: ( 32) 1 (4Q) 1 44, (45) 1 481 (56) 
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Math Skill 7; use of percentage: 

Math Skill 8; manipulation of one
variable equations: 

Math Skill 9; use of ratio and 
proportions: 

Math Skill 10; producing and 
interpreting x, y 
graphs: 

Questions that fit into none of the 
categories: 

(8), 16, 35, 37, 52, (59) 

15, 19, (22), 42, 47 

4, 6, 9, (25), 43 

17, (18), 33, (34), 49, (SO), 
51 

10, 11, 12, 29, 38, 
41, 53, 54, 58, 60 

A post-hoc analysis of mathematics skills prerequisite for 

chemistry computations was done in this study using a method of 

cross-tabulation. For this analysis no more than four questions could 

be scored for each of the ten mathematics skill categories therefore 

for some of the mathematics skills all but four questions were 

eliminated for the purpose of deriving a skill score. This elimination 

was done randomly and is indicated by parentheses around a particular 

question. 

(2) Chemistry Achievement Test 

A test of achievement of the objectives of the chemistry course 

involved was used. This test was a two-hour test of which 30% of the 

questions were multiple choice questions and 70% of the questions were 

structured-response questions. The test was produced and validated by a 

procedure that is used each semester. Three instructors teaching the 

course produced the test and it was validated by an examination 

committee of three other chemistry instructors against a set of 

objectives and a set of problems, both written for the course involved. 

The test was graded and evaluated by the six instructors of the course. 
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Eleven particular mathematical chemistry skills are described for 

the purposes of this study. Not all questions from the Chemistry 

Achievement Test were placed in one of the eleven categories representing 

mathematics skills as some questions on this test were evaluated as 

being totally descriptive with no mathematical content; these questions 

were included in the Chemistry Achievement Test score only. If 

mathematical chemistry skills questions were tested by only one question 

or if it was not obvious that a question had mathematical content, it 

was used only to determine the final score. The following skills were 

tested in the Chemistry Achievement Test. The questions testing each 

skill follow · in parentheses. The complete test is reproduced in 

Appendix B. 

1. 

2. 

Write chemical formulas from given chemical names. 

Name compounds from given chemical formulas. [B2] 

3. Balance a chemical equation given molecular formulas 

of all species. [B3] 

4. Balance a chemical equation where some products have 

to be determined and no formulas are given for these 

products. [B4 and B5) 

[Bl] 

5. Use significant figures convention correctly in addition 

subtraction, multiplication and division of simple 

numbers. [A6 and B7) 

6. Determine the relative number of moles of elements 

in a compound given its elemental composition by 

weight or weight percent or conversely calculate the 

percent composition of all elements of a compound 

given the chemical formula of the compound. [BlO and Bl2] 
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7. Convert the mass of a substance (represented as being 

monatomic, diatomic, molecular, or ionic) to number of 

moles of this substance. [Bl3(a); Cl(a) -second step 

only, formula mass assumed to be correct as determined; 

C2(a); and C2(e)] 

8 . Calculate the formula mass of a compound, given its 

formula and a table of atomic mas ses . [Bl2 - first step 

only, correct formula mass; and Cl(a) - correct 

formula mass only] 

9. Given a balanced chemical equation solve problems that 

involve a direct mole-mole ratio calculation. [Cl (b) -

number of moles of nitroglycerin in Cl(a) need not be 

correct, C2 (d); C2 (f); C2 (g)] 

10. Given a balanced chemical equation solve problems that 

involve a mole-volume relationship. [Cl(c); Cl(d) -

volume at STP only needed for correct answer; 

answer in moles only is adequate] 

Cl(e) -

ll. Calculate one of the variables, molarity of a solution, 

the concentration of the solute by mass of the volrune 

of the solution given the other two variables. [A7; 

C2(b); C2(c)l 

Chemistry skills 1-ll are given the labels CSKILL l to CSKILL ll. 

The placing of the chemistry achievement test questions under ll skill 

hea dings was first done by two instructors of chemistry. These skill-

catego~ies and the app ropriateness of particular questions (or part of a 

question) were confirmed by two other chemistry instructors. 
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Generally this was done by a concensus approach rather than by a 

majority vote approach since the categories were created only after it 

was agreed by the first two instructors that a particular skill category 

existed and that the skill could be tested by at least two questions 

from the Chemistry Achievement Test. Had there been any strong objection 

by two of the remaining four instructors to a category being created 

modifications would have been made. No strong objections to the 

creation of the above categories were noted. 

(3a) Intellectual Level Test 

A battery of Piagetian tasks was administered to all students to 

determine the level of intellectual development of each student. The 

battery of tasks is reproduced in Appendix C. These include two tasks 

testing ratio and proportion (Karplus & Karplus, 1970), two tasks 

testing the combinatorial schema (Inhelder & Piaget, 1958 and Hobbs, 

1975) and one testing conservation of displacement volume (Karplus & 

Lavatelli, 1969). The ratio and proportion tasks included two tasks: 

one a demonstration, using a shadow created by blocking light with a 

paper disk, followed by each student answering pertinent questions; the 

other included a sketch of a flask which each student measured using 

appropriate paper clips followed by the ~nswering of pertinent written 

questions in writing. The combina-tions tasks included one that was 

completely a pencil and paper task and one that involved combining of 

chemicals by the student within a laboratory setting, followed by a 

description of observations and answering of pertinent written questions 

in writing. The conservation of volLooe task_ involved two cylinders of 

the same volume but of differing masses and a graduated cylinder with 
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some water in it. Appropriate manipulations were made by the student 

followed by answering of written questions in writing. The tasks and 

scoring procedures are discussed below, following a description of 

general administration procedure. 

Administration of the Intellectual Development Test 

The chemical combinations task was administered in a laboratory 

setting while the other tasks were administered in a regular lecture 

room. All test administrations were preceded by verbal instructions. 

These instructions were taped for use by the next instructor. 

Instructions given by Instructor one were audited by Instructor two 

before the instructions were repeated by him to his group. Hence there 

was good reason to believe that the testing procedures were uniform. 

The chemical combinations task was a bit more complex and required 

the assistance of laboratory demonstrators. In this test all four 

groups of students were supervised by one instructor and two laboratory 

demonstrators per testing session. All laboratory demonstrators were 

given the same instructions with regards to their responsibilities in 

the laboratory. Help given to students in the laboratory v1as limited to 

explanations of procedure only. No help was given with respect to 

interpretation of any results. Problems with undesired communication 

between students never occurred because of close supervision and because 

of the large spacing betv1een occupied desks or laboratory benches. 

(3b) Scoring of the Piagetian Tasks 

The Shadows 

In the shadows task a demonstration using a light bulb, a paper 

disk and a paper screen was involved. The light bulb and the paper 
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screen were mounted opposite each other about three feet apart. The 

paper disk was mounted in a permanent position between the light bulb 

and the screen in suGh a way that the disk obstructed light from the 

light bulb and cast a shadow on the screen. The student was required to 

answer questions with regards to the change in shadow size if the paper 

disk were moved nearer and then further from the screen from its permanent 

position. Also questions were posed regarding a change in size of the 

paper disk and the effect this change would have on the size of the 

shadow cast on the screen. 

Subjects who correctly predicted the change in size of the shadow 

cast if either the disk v1ere moved or if it were changed in size and 

then explained why shadow size changes might occur were considered 

formal operational and were given two points. Subjects who predicted 

correctly the change in shadow size for both instances above but could 

not explain in writing why these changes occurred were considered inter

mediate between the concrete and formal stages and were given one point. 

Subjects who showed no consistency with regards to relating shadow size 

to disk position and disk size were regarded as being at the concrete 

stage and given a score of zero. 

The Flasks 

In this task a sketch of a small flask and measurement of this 

flask with small paper clips (as a unit of measure) were involved. The 

stude nt was instructed, in writing, that a larger flask was measured 

v1i th large clips and found to measure six large clips. The small flask 

(sketched for the student) was stated, to measure four large clips. The 

student was told to measure the small flask in small paper clips then 
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predict the height of the large flask in small paper clips and explain 

how he arrived at his prediction. Subjects who both correctly predicted 

the size of the large flask in small paper clips and explained logically 

how they arrived at their answer were considered formal operational and 

were given two points. Subjects who only correctly measured the small 

flask with small clips and correctly predicted the size of the large 

flask in small paper clips but could not explain the results they 

obtained were regarded as intermediate between the concrete and formal 

stage and were given one point. A logical explanation with the wrong 

prediction for the size of the large flask in small clips also earned 

the subject one point. A subject who only measured the small flask 

correctly and made no prediction and offered no explanations was 

regarded as being at the concrete stage and was given a score of zero. 

The Radio Problem 

The radio problem task was an all pencil and paper task. The 

student was told (in writing only) that he was to make ~s many 

combinations as possible with a transistor radio and four accessories. 

In any one combination he could use from zero to four accessories. 

Subjects who systematically obtained all of the 16 possible combinations 

were considered formal and were given two points. Subjects who obtained 

eight to nine combinations in a systematic way or 12 - 14 combinations 

in a partly systematic way or obtained 15 combinations randomly were 

regarded as being intermediate between the formal stage and the concrete 

stage were given one point. A subject who appeared not to understand 

the objective or who randomly obtained less than 10 combinations was 

regarded as being concrete and given a score of zero. 
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The Two Solids 

This task involved separately submerging two solids of equal volume 

but of differing masses into some water in a graduated cylinder. 

Subjects who after submerging the lighter solid into the water predicted 

that the heavier solid would displace an amount of water equal to that 

displaced by the lighter solid when it was submerged were regarded as 

formal and were given two points. Subjects who made the wrong 

prediction but after submerging the heavier solid into the water noted 

that an equal volume of water was displaced and offered a correct 

explanation as to why this was so were regarded as intermediate between 

the formal stage and the concrete stage and were given one point. 

Subjects who made the wrong prediction above and after submerging the 

heavier solid in the water, could not explain why the volumes of water 

displaced were equal were regarded as concrete and were given a score of 

zero. 

The Chemical Combination Test 

In ·the chemical co.mbinations test the subjects were given five 

dropping bottles lab2lled one, two, three, four and g. The students 

were shown that addition of a few drops of g to a beaker A and to beaker 

B caused one of the two to turn yellmv while the other remained color

less. This color, they were told, can be produced by combining g with 

one or some combination of solutions of one to four ·o;;.1i th g. The student 

was instructed both orally and in writing that he was to sytematically 

discover all individual liquids of one to four or some combinations of 

one to four that would produce the yellow colored solution. A subjec~ 

uho sytematically produced the yellow color and indicated he knew that 
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solutions one, three and g were necessary to do so, and knew that 

solution two had no effect and that solution four removed or prevented 

the color from forming was regarded as formal and was given two points. 

A subject who made the color in at least one way and knew that either 

solution one, three and g were necessary or that solution two had no 

effect or alternately made the color in at least one way and knew that 

solution four removed the color was regarded as intermediate between the 

formal stage and the concrete stage and was given one point. A subject 

who simply made the color in one way with no systematic work was 

regarded as being concrete and was given one point. 

Limitations of the Study 

A number of limitations are recognized in this study. 

l. With respect to the subjects of this study, four out of five classes 

available in introductory chemistry were used for the purposes of 

the experiment. Although no deliberate effort was made during 

registration of the students to direct students into a particular 

class, uniform "filling" of all five classes was obtained during 

the registration period of seven hours. Classes were allowed to 

randomly fill firstly to five members in all classes, then to ten 

members for all. classes, etc., until thirty students per class 

resulted for all classes. The randomization and the statistical 

benefit resulting, achieved by this means, may have been partly 

negated by the dropping out of a considerable number of students 

from all classes. The number of drop-outs was not made equal for 

statistical purposes since class s lzes became undesirably small 
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by the end of the semester. There is no reason to believe that 

dropping out was not also random. 

2. With respect to the instructors and their teaching styles, there 

appeared to be little difference in approach to teaching of 

mathematics and chemistry during the experiment and every effort 

was made to ensure similarity of approachc However, some 

differences between instructors were inevitable and could cause 

an interaction betv1een instructor and treatment. 

3. With respect to the mathematics skills test, as far as testing 

general mathematical ability at a particular academic level, this 

test was adequate. As far as its ability to test for the existence 

of particular mathematics skills, after modification to a one 

skill - one question set-up, this test was adequate in the opinion 

of this writer. A wider range of difficulty for the mathematics 

items may have been more useful; perhaps some questions of the 

difficulty level suggested by Dence {1970) substituted for some of 

the questions on the MAST would have resulted in a mathematics 

skills test with a more appropriate range of questions. 

4. With respect to the Piagetian tasks, e1e inherent weakness of 

these tests was revealed ~Then it was noted that the chemical test 

correlated poorly, and in some cases negatively, with the other 

tasks and with the total task score (sum of five). 

This was taken to mean it wa s measuring a different aspect of 

formal operational thinking than the other tests. 

5. With respect to the chemistry achievement test, no particular 

problems were revealed after the use of this test. It might have 
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been more convenient to have had a chemistry test that paralleled 

the chemistry skills defined in this study on a one skill - one 

question basis with perhaps three questions per skill category. 

This, though, might have represented a pituation more suited to 

statistical procedures than to one of testing chemistry skills in 

a realistic setting in which a normally validated chemistry 

achievement test is used. 

Delimitations of the Study 

The generalizability of the results of this study is governed 

by the nature of the subjects of this study, the appropriateness and 

definability of the mathematics skills course, the appropriateness 

and definability of the chemistry curriculum, and the chemistry 

achievement test, and the appropriateness and definability of the 

develop~ental level test. 

The subjects used for the study were from one university and are 

described as being of a weak background in chemistry or with no 

background in chemistry. The results of this study then would be 

generalizable to introductory chemistry students of a junior college 

level or grade XII level with little or no chemistry background and of 

average ability. 

The particular mathematics skills comprising the mathematics 

remediation course as well as the procedures used are specific to 

this study. The results may not therefore be generalized to other 

skills, procedures and instructors. 
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A set of mathematics skills behavioural objectives would have 

helped to insure a uniformity of mathematics skills instruction 

particularly with respect to teaching the students to relate their 

acquired and/or reviewed mathematics skills to the content of chemistry. 

More definitive and generalizable results may have been obtained had 

behavioural objectives defining clearly when and how mathematics 

skills topics would be introduced to particular chemistry topics 

been used. 

The chemistry course used in this study is defined expicitly by 

the use of course objectives, problem sets, a course outline, a 

laboratory outline and a laboratory manual. There is no reason to 

believe that the course is atypical. Nevertheless, the results may 

not be completely generalizable to other similar settings. The 

particular Piagetian tasks used and the mode of presentation of these 

necessitates the delimitation of any generalizations regarding student 

performance to those situations tested. 

Hypotheses 

The follovring research questions were considered in this study 

with respect to a population that is average in chemistry 

achievement: 

{1) Can particular mathematics skills be taught in the context of 

an introductory chemistry course? 

{2) Does a. group of subjects exposed to remediation of mathematics 

skills related to ·the chemistry content in an i ntroductory 

chemistry course exhibit greater achievement in i n troductory 
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chemistry, than an equivalent group of subjects not exposed to 

the mathematics remediation? 

(3) Does a group of subjects exposed to remediation of mathematics 

skills related to the chemistry content in an introductory 

chemistry course exhibit greater achievement in mathematical 

chemistry than an equivalent group of subjects not exposed to 

the mathematics remediation? 

(4) Can particular mathematical skills be identified as necessary 

prerequisites to the development of selected concepts normally 

met in introductory chemistry? 

The following null hypotheses were derived from the above 

questions: 

(1) There is no significant difference in achievement in mathematics 

between students exposed to remediation and those not exposed to 

remediation. 

(2) 'l'here is no significant difference in achievement in chemistry 

beb1een students receiving mathematics remediation and students 

not receiving mathematics remediation. 

(3) There is no significant difference in achievement in mathematical 

chemistry between students receiving mathematics remediation and 

students not receiving mathematics remediation. 

4(a) There is no significant relationship between ability to perform 

general computations correctly and achievement in chemistry. 

(b) There is no significant relationship between ability to correctly 

use parentheses and achievement in chemistry. 
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(c) There is no significant relationship between ability to correctly 

use signed numbers and achievement in chemistry. 

(d) There is no significant relationship between ability to correctly 

use fractions in calculations and achievement in chemistry . 

(e) There is no significant relationship between ability to correctly 

use decimals in calculations and achievement in chemistry. 

(f) There is no significant relationship between ability to correctly 

use exponents in calculations and achievement in chemistry. 

(g) There is no significant relationship between ability to correctly 

use percent in calculations and achievement in chemistry. 

(h) There is no significant relationship between ability to correctly 

use equations and achievement in chemistry. 

(i) There is no significant relationship between ability to correctly 

perform ratio and proportion calculations and achievement in 

chemistry. 

(j) There is no significant relationship between ability to interpret 

and use graphs and achievement in chemistry. 

S(a} There is no significant relationship between ability to perform 

general computations correctly and achievement in mathen.atical 

chemistry. 

(b) There is no significant relationship between ability to correctly 

use parentheses and achievement in mathematical chemistry. 

(c) There is no significant relationship beb~een ability to correctly 

use signed numbers and achievement in mathematical chemistry. 
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(d) There is no significant relationship between ability to correctly 

use fractions in calculations and achievement in mathematical 

chemistry. 

(e) There is no significant relationship between ability to correctly 

use decimals in calculations and achievement in mathematical 

chemistry. 

(f) There is no significant relationship between ability to correctly 

use exponents in calculations and achievement in mathematical 

chemistry. 

(g} There is no significant relationship between ability to correctly 

use percent in calculations and achievement in mathematical 

chemistry. 

(h) There is no significant relationship between ability to correctly 

use equations and achievement in mathematical chemistry. 

(i) There is no significant relationship between ability to correctly 

perform ratio and proportion calculation and achievement in 

mathematical chemistry. 

(j) There is no significant relationship between ability to interpret 

and use graphs and achievement in mathematical chemistry. 



Introduction 

Chapter 4 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 

The presentation and discussion of the analysis of the experimental 

results will begin with an evaluation of the effect of mathematics 

remediation instruction on mathematics achievement, followed by an 

evaluation of any interactions of in true tor and treatment. Also the 

effect of the intellectual level scores and the mathematics pre-scores 

used as covariates, firstly separately then conjointly, on mathematics 

posttest scores will be evaluated. Such evaluation is necessary in 

order to determine the significance of the contributions of the 

intellectual level scores and mathematics pre-scores when used as 

covariates, in the regression equations in which the mathematics 

posttest scores and the chemistry achievement posttest scores, 

respectively, were used as dependent variables. It was in tended that 

either or both covaria tes -vmuld be retained only for some parts of the 

analysis where their contribution was significant. 

The computer program used in this study to analyze data by the 

method of covariance used a regression approach. In the analysis of 

covariance sums of squares, degrees of freedom, mean squares and the 

resulting F-ratio with the probabilities of obtaining these values 

are given. Probabilities of 0.05 or less were considered to render 

the F-ratios significant unless othen1ise indicated. 

For the purpose of describing the characteristics of the subjects 

of this study in terms of rna thema tics and chemistry achievement scores, 
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means and standard deviations, for all four groups of the study are 

given for rna thema tics pretest and posttest scores, for the chemistry 

achievement scores and mathematical chemistry scores in Table 1. 

The significance of the experimental group chemistry achievement 

means and the rna thema tical chemistry means being noticeably the 

highest of all groups for Instructor one is also later analyzed 

statistically with intellectual developmental level and the mathematics 

pre-scores used as covariates firstly separately and then conjointly. 

Effects o .f Remediation on Achievement in Mathematics 

Hypothesis one states that there is no significant difference in 

achievernen t in rna thema tics between students exposed to remediation and 

those not exposed to remediation. This was tested by an analysis of 

covariance in which mathematics achievement on the posttests between 

the experimental and control groups was contrasted. The rna thema tics 

pre-score and Piagetian total score were used as covariates in this 

analysis. 

The results of this analysis are given in Table 2. 
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Table 1 

Means and standard deviations for mathematics pre-test, 

mathematics posttest, chemistry achievement test, and 

the mathematical chemistry achievement test. 

Hathematics Hathematics Chemistry Mathematical 
pre-scores postscores achievement chemistry scores 

scores x/71 X 100% 

- - -
N = l8 X = 66.89 X = 69 . 56 X = 39.40 X = 36 . 11 

Control s = 14.72 s = 11.77 s = 15.92 s = 16.90 

r-f E = 1204 E = 1252 E = 711 E = 650 
$-! 
0 
+J /). = 2.67 u 
~ 
$-! - - - -· +J 
{I) X = 71.79 X = 78.74 X = 50.87 X -- 51.42 
s:: 
H 

Experimental N = 19 s = 11.18 s - 10.24 s -- 13.41 s = 15.95 

E = 1364.0 2: = 1496.0 E = 966.50 L = 977.0 

A = 6.95 

- - - -
X = 6l.l4 X 68.71 X = 42.64 X = 39.64 

Control N = 14 s 16.94 s = 13.45 s = 8.70 s = 13.17 

N 
L: 856 l: 962 l: 597.0 E = 555.0 

S-.1 
0 
+J 

[\ 7.57 -o --
~ 
S-.1 
4.J ·- - ·- -
UJ X 57.91 X = 67.35 X 39.12 X = 38.06 
s:: 
H 

Expe rjme ntal N -- 17 s 12.00 s = 10.07 s = 11.77 s = 12.50 

}~ = 905.1 l: -- 1145.0 L: 665.0 E = 647 

/:>, = 9 . 41 
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Table 2 

Analysis of covariance on mathematics posttest scores 

Sum of 
Source of variation squares 

covariates 

Covariates combined 4165.01 

.Ha thema tics pre-score 3090.58 

Piagetian total score 308.26 

Hain Effects 

Main effects combined 264.69 

Instruct:.or 1 vs Instructor 2 48.27 

Experirnental .vsControl 264.66 

Interactions 

2-\~ay Interactions 95.28 

Instructor VS treatment 95.28 

Explained 5628.42 

Residua]_ 4053.78 

Total 9682.20 

df 

2 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

l 

5 

62 

67 

Mean 
square F 

Significance 
ofF 

2082.50 31.85 0.001 

3090.58 47~27 0.001 

308.26 4~72 0.032 

132.35 2.02 0.139 

48.27 0.74 0.999 

4.05 0.046 

95.28 1.46 0.230 

95.28 1.46 0.230 

1125.68 17.22 0.001 

65.38 

144.51 
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The effects of using the mathematics pre-score and the Piagetian 

Total Score as covariates in the analysis are as expected. With regards 

to the mathematics· pre-scores it is known that students usually have 

some background in mathematics before beginning junior college or 

Grade XII studies but the adequacy of this mathematics is being 

ques ·tioned in this experiment. It was therefore necessary to control 

the analysis for initial skills in mathematics while analyzing the 

final outcome of instruction in mathematics. Similarly as indicated 

in Chapter two, developmental level appears to affect achievement in 

science and mathematics sufficiently to warrant partialling out its 

effect as a covariate before examining the main effect. By con trolling 

for the degree of intellectual development of each student in this part 

of the study the mathematics skill improvement is analyzed with the 

advantage of the effect of developmental level being controlled. 

The significance of using the mathematics pre-score as a covariate 

when evaluating the difference in achievement in mathematics between 

the experimental and control groups on the posttest was evaluated 

statistically. This was done by an analysis of covariance in which 

tl1e effect of the mathematics pre-score used as a covariate was 

tested with the effect of Piagetian total score, and any interactive 

effects controlled. The results in Table 2 show an F-value of 47.27 

with an associated probability of less than 0.05 -.;.Jhich indicates that 

using the mathematics pre-score as a covariate is statistically 

acceptable. 
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The significance of using the Piagetian total score as a 

covariate when testing for the main effect of mathematics achievement 

was similarly determined. This was tested by an analysis of 

covariance in which the effect of the Piagetian total score used as 

a covariate was evaluated with the mathematics pre-score and any 

interactive effects controlled. The results in Table 2 show an 

F-value of 4.72 with an associated probability of less than 0.05 

which indicates that using the Piagetian total score as a _covariate 

is acceptable statistically. 

Finally the acceptability of using the rna thema. tics pre-score 

and the Piagetian total score as conjoint covariates when testing for 

the main effect of mathematics achievement was evaluated. This was 

done by an analysis of covariance in which the effect of the Piagetian 

total score conjointly with the effect of the mathematics pre-score 

used as covariates was tested with the effect any interactive effects 

controlled. 

The results of Table 2 show an F-value of 31.85 with an associated 

probability of less than 0.05 which indicates that using the mathematics 

pre-score and Piagetian total score conjointly as covariates is accept

able s ta tis tically. 

With regard to the main effect for treatment the results in 

Table 2 show an F-value of 4.05 with an associated probability of less 

than 0.05, which indicates a significant difference in achievement in 
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mathematics beb..reen the experimental and control groups as measured by 

the mathematics posttest. The differenc<:: favoured the experimental 

group. The null hypothesis, stated above, was thus rejected. 

Conversely there was no significant interaction between treatment 

and instructor. 

These results confirm that it is possible to up-grade th~ math

ematics skills of introductory chemistry students within the context 

of a chemistry class. This is a very encouraging result since only 

about two \·leeks out of a total of 13 weeks of one semester were used 

by each chemistry instructor for mathematics instruction. Also the 

mathematics skills instruction program by each instructor was successful 

with only an examinat:ion of a chernis ·try unit for possible ma-thematics 

skills needed, followed by instruction in these skills. \•lritten quizzes 

in mathematics skills were the only written feed-back that guided the 

instructor in selec·tir .. g mathematics exercises for presentation to the 

students for skills review purposes. 

The fact that there was no interaction between instructor and 

treatment also is an encouraging result as ·this indicates that 

mathematir.::s skills instruction need not be taught within the context of 

a highly organized rcrn2diation program. A rlgorous task analysis of 

mathematics prerequisite skills for each student is not needed for the 

purpose of achieving significant rnathemutics skill up-grading, although 

it is possible it may effect further improvement. 

Achievement in Cherni s t .ry 

Hypothesis two rcla·tes to the effect of mathematics remediation 

on chemistry achievement. In its null form it st-.ates: ·there is no 
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significant difference in achievement in chemistry between students 

not receiving mathematics ranediation and students receiving mathematics 

remediat:ion. This was tested by an analysis of covariance in v1hich 

the mean chemistry achievement scores between the experimental and 

control groups were contrasted. The mathematics pre-score and the 

Piagetian total score were used as covariates. 

reported in Table 3. 

'l'he results are 

The correlation value of the mathematics pre-score with the 

chemistry achievement scores was relatively low (r = .35, p = .002) 

which supports its use as a covariate. 

'!'he acceptability of using the mathematics pre-score as a covariate 

when testing for the differences in chemistry achievement between the 

experimental and control groups was further tested by an analysis of 

covariance in which the effect of the mathematics pre-score used as a 

covariate \·Tas evaluated \vith the effect of the Piagetian total score 

effects controlled. 

'l'he results in Table 3 shm·l an F-val ue of 5. 30 Hi th an associated 

probability of 0.025 which indicates that using the mathematics pre

score as a covariate is significant. 

This is as expect:ed as it was anticipated as indica1.:ed in the 

literature that ability in mathematics is related significantly to 

achievement in chemistry. 'l'hese resn lts inclicate that the use of the 

mathcm;:o_ t~ ics pre-score as a covariate \vas justified. These results 

a l ~_;o sug~Jec; t the1 t the relation~h ip be tween chemistry achievement and 

posses:; ion of the rnnt.hctilutics skills represented in the mathematics 
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Table 3 

Analysis of covariance on chemistry achievement scores 

Sum of 
source of variation squares 

Covariates 

covariates combined 1968.97 

Math~~atics pre-score 799.21 

Piagetian total score 524.48 

Main Effects 

Main effects combined 232.84 

Instructor l vs Instructor 2 15.87 

Experimental vs Control 223.40 

Interactions 

2-Way Interactions 575.85 

Inst-.ructor vs treatment 575.85 

Explained 2777.66 

Residual 9346.77 

Total 12124.43 

df 

2 

1 

l 

2 

1 

1 

l 

1 

5 

62 

67 

Mean 
squat:"e F 

984.49 6.53 

799.21 5.30 

524.48 3.50 

116.42 0.77 

15.87 0.11 

223.4 1.48 

575.85 3.82 

575.85 3.82 

555.53 3.69 

150.75 

180.96 

Significance 
of F 

0.003 

0.025 

0.067 

0.466 

0.747 

0.228 

0.055 

0.055 

0.006 
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pre-test is high as suggested by Denny (1970). 

examined later. 

This hypothesis is 

The correlation of the Piagetian total score with the chemistry 

achievement scores is also relatively low (r = 0 . 31 , p 

statistically significant and necessary as a covariate. 

0.005) but 

The acceptability 

of using the Piagetian total score as a covariate when testing for the 

effect of ·chemistry achievement was tested by an analysis of covariance 

in which the effect of the Piagetian total score used as a covariate was 

tested with the effect of the mathematics pre-score controlled. 

The results in Table 3 show an F-value of 3.50 with an associated 

probability of 0.067 which indicates that using the Piagetian total 

score as a covariate is marginally insignificant. This is not an 

expected outcome as some researchers, as indicated in Chapter 2, 

c laim chemistry achievement is highly dependent on intellectual level 

as measured by Piagetian task tests. 

The effect of using the mathematics pre-score and the Piagetian 

total score as covariates conjointly when testing for tl1e effect of 

chemistry achievement was tested by an analysis of covariance in which 

the effect of the Piagetian total score and the mathematics pre-score 

us e d conjointly as covariates was evaluated. The results in Table 3 

s how an F-value of 6.53 and associated probability of 0.003 which 

i ndicates that using the Piage tian total score and the mathematics 

pre-score as a conjoint covariate is quite meaningful. 

This is a very encouraging result that lends support to the 

supposition of this study which is that achievement in chemistry is 
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related to both mathematical skill and intellectual level. Perhaps 

achievement in chemistry is related to mathema.tical skill and intellectual 

1evel as a conjoint factor. 

Wi·th regard to the main effects, for the effect of treatment the 

results in Table 3 show an F-value of 1.48 with an associated probability 

greater than 0.05 which indicates there was no significant difference 

in achievement in chemistry between the experimental and control groups. 

The null hypothesis was thus accepted. Similarly there was no sign-

ificant interaction bet\veen instructor and treatment. (F = 3. 82 F 

p = 0.055) 

Successful acquisition of related mathematics skills does not 

appear to be sufficient for the chemistry student to improve his 

performance in chemistry. 

One could speculate that achieve.o.-nent in chemistry might only 

b e po.sit:ively affected by increasing the intellectual level of t-...he 

st.udents as well as increasing mathematical skill. In the present 

st.ucly nothing had been done \vi th the specific inten·t of increasing 

the intellectual level of the students in the experimental groups. 

l\chi.eve!Tlent in Mathema ·t:ical Chemist:r.-y 

Hypothesis three relates to the effect of mathematics remediation 

o n mathematical chemistry achieveme nt .. In its null form it states: 

t here is no signi.Eicu.nt d ifference in achievement in mathematical 

chcmist.xy b e t .Heen st:.u.c.lents not receiving rnathemal:.ics remediation and 

students receiving mathema tics remediation. This \ ·las tested by an 

a no lysis of covariance in \vhicl\ the chcmis try achievement scores 
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of the experimental and control groups were contrasted. The 

mathematics pre-score and the Piagetian total score were used as 

covariates. 

The correlation values of the mathematics pre-score and Piagetian 

total scores with the chemistry achievement scores are 0.35 (p = 0.002) 

and 0 . 31 (p = 0.005) respectively, making their use as covariates 

questionable because of the relatively low correlation values . The 

effect of using mathematics pre-score as a covariate when testing for 

the effect of mathematical chemistry achievement was tested by an 

analysis of covariance in which the effect of the mathematics pre-score 

used as a covariate was evaluated with the effect of the Piagetian 

total score controlled. 

The results of Table 4 show an F-value of 3.97 with an associated 

probability of 0.05 which indicates that nsing the mathematics pre

score as a covariate is acceptable. 

The effect of using the Piagetian total score as a covariate 

wh en testing for the effect of mathematical chemistry achievement 

differences between the experimental and control groups was tested 

by an analysis of covariance in which the effect of the Piagetian 

total score used as a covariate was evaluated with the effect of the 

mat.heraatics pre-score controlled. 

The results in Table 4 show an F-value of 2 . 19 with an associated 

probability of 0.144 which indicates that using the Piaget.ian total 

s core as a covariate is not accep t able . 
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Again, this is not completely expected as u s e of the Piagetian 

total score in the analysis of covariance of the mathematics posttest 

scores was s~gnificant. Logically one \-lould expect ma-thematical 

chemistry to have the same rela-tionship to the Piagetian total scores 

as the mathematics skills scores. 

The effect of using the mathematics pre-score and the Piagetian 

total score as covariates conjointly when testing for the significance 

of the difference in mathematical chemistry achievement between the 

experimental and control groups was tested by an analysis of covariance 

in which the effect of the Piagetian total score and the mathematics 

pre-score used conjointly as covariates was evaluated. 

The results of Table 4 show an F-value of 4.60 with an associated 

probability of 0.014 Hhich indicates that using the Piagetian total 

score ancl the mathematics pre-scor e as co·,raria·t e s conjointly · is 

significant. 

It appears that mathematical skill and in-'.::.ellectual level 

conjointly are useful in testinq for the significar..ce of differences 

in achievement:, by experimental versus control groups, on mathematical 

chemistry . . 

\'lith resiJect to the main effects, £or r:1athema tical chemistry 

an F-value of 1. 75 v1lth an associated probability greater than 0.05 \·las 

found \vhich suggests there \vas no significant difference in achievement 

in matherna ticu.l chemistry l>et:vJcc n ·the expe rimental and control groups. 

'l'lte null h}'pothc s is stdte<l above could neither b 0. accepted nor rejected 

since .in contrast to this an int.c r activc effect b e t\·Jeen instructor and 
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Table 4 

Analysis of covariance on mathematical chemistry achievement scores 

Source of variation 

covariates 

covariates combined 

Mathematics pre-score 

Piagetian total score 

Hain Effects 

Hain effects combined 

Instructor 1 vs Instructor 2 

Experimental vs Control 

Interactions 

2-t·lay Interactions 

Instructor vs treatment 

Explained 

Rcsic1u<:t.l 

Total 

Sum of 
squares 

829.38 

361.20 

199.30 

161.23 

0.266 

159.56 

362.76 

362.76 

1353.37 

5647.84 

7000.91 

df 

2 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

5 

62 

67 

l1ean 
square 

414.69 

361.20 

199.30 

80.62 

0.27 

159.56 

362.76 

362.76 

270.67 

91.09 

104.49 

F 

Significance 
of P 

4.55 0.014 

3.97 0.051 

2.19 0.144 

0.89 0.418 

0.00 0.957 

1.75 0.191 

3.98 0.050 

3.98 0.050 

2.97 0.018 
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treatment v1as found. Additional analyses on the mathematical chemistry 

scores are done separa·tely for each instructor later in an attempt to 

identify the source of e~e interaction. The results of researchers such 

as Denny (1970) and others would suggest that achievement in mathematical 

chemistry would be affected positively for those students who received 

remediation in mathematics skills. 

· The interactive effect identified in mathematical chemistry 

achievement analyses may be the result of different content and 

different sequencing of chemistry topics during instruction in one 

of the instructor's classes. These may be possibie causes of the 

interactions but are unlikely since the chemistry course is highly 

structured by the use of objectives and very little opportunity exists 

for deviating . from the prescribed curriculum. 

Me·thod of instruction in chemistry could be a ·factor contributing 

to an interaction since t~-10 instructors participated in the project. 

The actual cause of the in-teractive effect is not clear. 

Analysis of Hathematica.l Chemistry Scores for Instructor one and 

Instructor b-10 

An analysis e>n the muthemc:.ttical chemistry scores was done within 

the classes of Instructor one and then within the classes of Instructor 

two. 'l'he null-hypot~esis statement is repeated for this part of the 

Analysis of Data_ section. The significance of e-ach analysis vlithin each 

instructor group is <]ivcn . Hypothesis three is re-examined for 

Instructor one and In~;tructor two separately. 
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The hypothesis is: there is no significant difference in 

achievement in mathematical chemistry bebveen students not receiving 

xnathematics remediation and students receiving mathematics remediation. 

This hypothesis was tested for Instructor one using an analysis of 

covariance as in the grouped analysis above on the mathematical chemistry 

scores. The results are indicated in Table 5. 

Table 5 

Analysis of covariance on the mathematical chemistry scores 

Source of variation 

Covariate 

Mathemati.cs pre-score 

Main Effects 

Experimental vs control 

Explained 

Residual 

Total 

for Instructor one 

Sum of 
squares 

783.58 

2202.25 

6198.63 

8400.88 

df 

l 

1 

2 

34 

36 

He an 
square 

1418.67 

783.58 

1101.13 

182.30 

233.36 

F 
Significance 
ofF 

7.78 0.009 

4.30 0.046 

6.04 0.006 

The usc of the 17lathcmatics pre-score as a covariate was found to be 

statistically signifj c~rlt (p < .05) in this analysis. The use of the 

Piaqctian tot..rtl score alon~ and the PiCJ.ge tian total score used with the 
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mathematics pre-score conjointly were found not to be statistically 

significant (p > 0.05), therefore the Piagetian total score was not 

used as a covariate in this analysis. 

Table 5 indicates that achievement in mathematical chemistry was 

significantly greater at the 0.05 level in the experimental group versus 

the control group for Instructor one. (F = 4.30, p = 0.046). Thus the 

null hypothesis stated above was rejected~ 

The above result may have been the result of Instructor one 

emphasizing to the students of his class the importance (or supposed 

importance) of learning calculation skills for application in chemistry 

computations. This may have enticed the experimental group of Instructor 

one to leo.rn the algorithms for solving the calculation problems v1hich 

v1ere later used to solve chemistry problems. This perhaps, they could 

do even if they did not genuinely understand the chemistry calculation 

problems on the chemistry achievement test provided that the problems 

they worked Here similar to the test questions. 

In a separate analysis of covariance done for Instructor two 

the mathematics pre-score and the Piagetian total score used as 

covariates Hhen the achievement in mathematical chemistry '"as contrasted 

for the experimental group versus the control group were found singly 

and conjointly to be statistically unacceptable since all three 

associated probabilities were greater than 0.05. An analysis of 

variance vlu.c:; therefore done on the~ mathematicu.l chemistry scores of 

Instructor two. The resulLs of this analysis are report.ecl in Table 6. 

'l'he F-va.lu•::! of 0.90 with an associated probu.bility of 0.35 shm..rs that 
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there clearly was not a difference in achievement between the 

experimental and control groups in mathematical chemistry for 

Instructor t ... ;o. These results suggest that the mathematics skill 

improvement for these students definitely had no effect on improving 

performance in mathematical chemistry. It is possible that the 

instruction in mathematics skills in the experimental class differed 

markedly from the instruction in mathematics skills in the class of 

Instructor one. 

Table 6 

Analysis of variance on the mathematical chemistry scores 

Source of variation 

Hain Effects 

Experimental vs control 

Explained 

Residual 

'I'ot<ll 

for Ins·t.ructor two 

Surn of 
squares 

54.14 

54.14 

1745.80 

1799.93 

df 

1 

1 

29 

30 

Mean 
square 

54.14 

54.14 

60.20 

60 .00 

F 

0.90 

0.90 

Significance 
ofF 

0.351 

0.351 

Intellectual Level, Mathemdtics Skills and Chemistry Achievement 

Introduced here is the correlation betHeen Piagctian tot.:J.l scores 

w i t:h clH~mis try and m.t ~ ~hema tical chemist:r:-y scores as \vell as the 

correlation between pj <19etian to·tul scores with rna t.hematics pre-test 

and posttest. scores. These data are present.ed in Table 7. 



Table I 

Ir.tercorrelat~ons of Piagetian, mathematics, chemistry and mathematical chemistry scores . 

Piagetian 
total 
score 

Hathe!natics 
pretest 
scores 

Hathematics 
posttest 
scores 

Mathematical 
chemistry 
scores 

Chemistry 
achievement 
scores 

Piagetian 
total 
scores 

1.0 

0.33 
(. 00 3) 

0.43 
(. 001) 

0.26 
(0.17) 

0.31 
(.005) 

N = 68 

Mathematics 
pretest 
scores 

1.0 

0.72 
(<. 001) 

0.30 
(. 006) 

0.35 
(.002) 

Mathematics 
posttest 
scores 

1.0 

0.40 
(.001) 

0.44 
(. 001) 

Mathematical 
chemistry 
scores 

1.0 

0.95 
(<.001) 

Chemistry 
achievement 
scores 

1.0 

I 
0' 
·-.o 
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Hypotheses 4(a) - (j) and hypotheses S(a) - (j) stated earlier 

are examined here. Correlatior:.s between the ten mathematics sub-skill 

scores, described earlier, and chemistry and mathematical chemistry · 

scores are reported in Table 8. Correlations behveen t-.he ten 

mathematics sub-skill scores derived by Dertnyfs procedures are 

presented in Table 9. 

The results in Table 7 show that the correla·tion bebveen the 

Piagetian total scores and the chemistry achievemen·t scores was 0. 31 

(p = o. 005). The correlation between the Piagetian total scores and 

the mathematical chemist-_ry scores was 0. 26 (p = 0 -.017) ~ The 

correlations bet\·7een the Piageti2m total scores with the mathematics 

pre-test. scores and Inathematics posttest: scores \..rere 0. 33 {p = 0. 003) 

and 0.43 (p = 0.001) respectively. The above correlations are not 

very high but are suggestive of hypotheses that might be examined 

£urthe:r empirically in other studies. The high correlations between 

c'hnnistry achievement sc:orss and int.ellectual lev8l scores (obtained 

using Piagetian ·task tests) reported in the l .i terature \-."ere not 

replicated in the p~esenc study. 

Also the results of Table 7 show .::), cr.>rrelation of 0.44 (s = 0.001) 

and 0.40 (s 0. OOl) bctHeen mc:J.themdtics posttest scores \·lith chemistry 

achievement scores and m::1 thema tJ cal chemistry scores respectively p 'l'he 

correlations bet\..reen each of the ten matl!ematics skills scores "'i th 

chemistry achievcmeP.t . scores and mathematical chemistry s::::o::r.-es are 

ex.: ... mined belo ·:. 
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Table 8 

correlations between chemistry achievement scores and mathematical 

chemistry scores with the ten modified mathematics skills scores 

Mathematics Chemistry Mathematical 
skill achievement chemistry 

score scores 

Skill 1 0.29 Skill l ';0. 26 
(Computation) ( 68) ( 68) 

s 0.009 s = 0.017 

Skill 2 0.14 Skill 2 0.16 
(Parentheses) ( 68) { 68) 

s - 0.126 s = 0.091 

Skill 3 Or27 Skill 3 0.26 
(Sigr..ecl numbers) ( 68) ( 68) 

s = 0.015 s = 0.016 

Skill 4 0.11 Skill 4 0.14 
(Fractions) ( 68) ( 68) 

s 0.187 s = 0.134 

Skill 5 0.08 Skill 5 0.14 
(Decimals) 68) ( 68) 

s = 0.267 s = 0.136 

Skill 6 0.14 Skill 6 0.16 
(Exponents) 68) ( 68) 

s 0.123 s = 0.096 

Skill 7 0.36 Skill 7 0.28 
(Percent) { 68) ( 68) 

s 0.001 s = 0.009 

SkiJ_l 8 0.08 Skill 8 0.08 
(Equations) 68) ( 68) 

s 0.254 s Or270 

Ski_ll 9 0.36 Skill 9 0.28 
(H.a tio & Proportion) 68) ( 68) 

s 0.001 s 0.010 

Skill 10 0.25 Skill 10 0.16 
(Graph ~; ) { 68) ( 68) 

s 0 . 019 s = 0.092 
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Table 9 

Corre la t .ion s between chemistry achievement scores and ma·thematical 

chemistry scores with the ten mathematics skills scores derived by 

use of Denny's procedures. 

Mathematics Chemistry Hathematical 
skill achievement chemistry 

score scores 

Skill 1 o.43 Skill 1 0.41 
(Computation) ( 68) ( 68) 

s = 0.001 s = 0.001 

Skill 2 0.17 Skill 2 0.15 
(Parentheses) ( 68) ( 68) 

s = 0.088 s = 0.112 

Sl:i11 3 0.23 Skill 3 0.21 
(Signed numbers) ( 68) ( 68) 

s 0.027 s = 0.040 

Skill 4 0.46 Skill 4 0.40 
(Fractions) ( 68) ( 68) 

s = 0.001 s = 0.001 

Skill 5 0.37 Skill 5 0.37 
(Decimals) ( 68} ( 68) 

s = 0.001 s = 0.001 

Skill 6 0.27 Skill 6 0.28 
(Exponents) 68) ( 68) 

s = 0.013 s = 0.011 

Skill 7 0.32 Skill 7 0.25 
(Percent) 68) ( 68) 

s 0.004 s = 0.019 

Skill 8 0.25 Skill 8 0.22 
(Equations) 68) ( 68) 

s 0.021 s 0.037 

Skill 9 0.52 Skill 9 0.44 
(Rat.io & Proportion) 68) c 68) 

s 0.001 s 0.001 

Skill 10 0.20 Skill 10 0.14 
(GraJ.Jhs) 68) ( 68) 

s 0.052 s = 0.133 
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Correlations between the scores for the ten individual mathematics 

skills described by Denny and indicated earlier (page 30) are reported 

in Table 8 and Table 9. In _Table 8 the modification of Denny•s 

scoring procedure which is indicated on page 34 has been used to 

determine a score for each sub-skill. For the data used to produce 

Table 9, scores for the sub-skills were derived by Denny's own procedure. 

These correlations are reported for comparative purposes. 

Statistically significant correlations were obtained for the 

sub-tests involving skill one (computations) (.29), skill seven 

(percent) (0.36) anu skill nine {ratio and proportion) (0.36) with 

chemistry achievement scores at the 0.01 level of probability. Also 

statis-tically significant correlations were obtained for the sub-tests 

involving skill seven (percent) (0~28) and skill nine (ratio and 

proportion) (0. 28) \..rith the mathematical chemis·try subtest scores at 

the 0.01 level of probability. 

Of the hypotheses 4(a) - (j) three were rejected. Of the hypo·theses 

S(a) - (j) t\..ro •.-~ere rejected. 

The hypotheses rejected were: 

4 (a) 'J.'here is no significant relationship between ability to perform 

general computations correctly and achievement in chemistry. 

· 4 (<J} r.rhere is no significant relationship between ability to correctly 

use percent in calculations and achievement in chemistry. 

'i{i) There is no significant relationship betv-1een ability to correctly 

perform ratio anc proportion calculations and achievement in 

chemistry. 
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S(g) There is no significant relationship between ability to correctly 

use percent in calculations and achievement in mathematical 

chemistry. 

5 (i) There is no significant relationship betv1een ability to correctly 

perform ratio and proportion calculations and achievement in 

mathematical chemistry. 

Overall the hypothesis that certain mathematical· skills can be 

identified as necessary for success in introductory chemistry is given 

qualified support by the correlations reported above, and rejection 

of the above stated null hypothesis that particular mathematics skills 

cannot be identified ~s prerequisite for success in chemistry is in 

or~er at leasL in part. 

Denny (1970) suggests that high correlations between mathematics 

skills scores and chemistry scores indicate that the mathematics 

skills are prerequisites to understanding of chemistry. However, 

while such correlations may be consistent with the p:;._~erequisi te nature 

of the relationship betv;een mathema-tics skills and chemistry they are 

not sufficient. Several methods (White & Clark, 1973; Bart & Krus, 

l973)are currently being applied to determine the existence of 

hierarchical connections between skills. The method due to Bart and 

Krus ha~ been applied to the dc.tt_a in the present study. This point. 

of the analysis wa~-; considered to be post-hoc, and interpretation must 

be approached Hith caution. However, it is included as suggestive of 

iln avenue for fu-cther resca-cch. Essentially, ~1e Bart and Krus test 

focu~e~; on the percen tu.gc of exceptions to thro~ ex is tcnce of an 
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hierarchical link between two skills. Exceptions are considered to 

occur when an individual exhibits an hypothe sized higher skill but 

fails to exhibit an hypothesized lower skill. Figure 1 illustrates 

this. 

Upper skill (Chemistry) 

0 1 2 

Lower 0 X 

skill 
1 

(Mathematics) 
2 

Figure 1. Exceptions to hierarchical relationship between chemistry 

and mathematics skills. 

The cell marked X represents an exception to the hierarchical link. 

Bart and Krus suggest that if the number of exceptions exceeds 5% of 

the sample the connection is not hierarchical. 

In order to categorize subjects as having or not having a 

particular skill subjects who were successful on no more than one of 

the items testing a particular mathematics skill were considered to 

lack that skill. Subjects who were successful on at least 3 of tl1e 

4 items testing a chemistry skill were considered to possess that 

skill. Table 10 indicates the percentage of subjects who exhibit each 

particular chemistry skill while failing to exhibit a particular 

mathematics skill. 
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Table 10 

Percentage of subjects who exhibited a particular chemistry skill 

but did not exhibit a particular mathematics skil_l 

Chemistry Skills 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 1 6 9 0 4 9 4 9 4 3 0 

3 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 

Mathematics 4 

l 
0 6 10 1 4 12 4 9 1 1 1 

Skills 5 0 1 6 0 1 4 1 3 0 1 1 l 
I 

6 I 0 1 9 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I 

7 I 0 4 16 1 9 13 4 12 4 3 0 

8 ! 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i 
9 0 4 12 3 4 10 4 9 0 1 1 

.1.0 1 1 7 0 3 7 10 4 0 0 1 

Using the above method for determination of mathematics skills 

that are prerequisite for chemistry calculations, most of the 

mathematics skills suggested by Denny (1971) indeed appear to be 

prerequisite for most of the chemistry skills defined in this study. 

rrhis finding is "not considered definitive though r but offers an 

interesting avenue for further research. 



summary 

Chapter 5 

CONCLUSION 

Teaching particular mathematics skills to introductory chemistry 

students within the context of a chemistry class, with a minimum 

sacrifice in chemistry instruction time, is possible. The successful 

remediation of ten particular mathematics skills with introductory 

chemistry students does not affect their achievement in chemistry or 

in mathematical chemistry positively. 

Attempts at identifying the particular mathematics skills that 

are prerequisite for the learning of chemistry led to only marginal 

success although mathematics problems having a ratio and proportion 

skills component or a percent component appeared quite definitely to 

be related to chemistry achievement. Whether this may be explained 

in terms of a subject's ability to recall this mathematical skill or 

in terms of his ability to learn it in the first place is open to 

question. 

Significant but by no means high correlations between achievement 

in chemistry, achievement in mathematical chemistry, and mathematics 

skills scores each with intellectual level scores· suggest, not 

surprisingly, that low intellectual level is negatively related to 

achievement in mathematics and chemistry. It is not possible to 

infer whether these relationships are causal though. Further research 

is suggested to establish whether there relationships are indeed 

causal. 
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conclusions 

Hypothesis one, that particular mathematics skills can be taught 

in the context of an introductory chemistry course must be accepted. 

An analysis of covariance clearly indicates that the groups given 

mathematics remediation performed better on a mathematics skills 

posttest than equivalent groups not given mathematics remediation. 

HypoU1esis two, that achievement in chemistry will be positively 

affected due to the successful remediation of the ten mathematics 

skills described in this study, and hypothesis three, that achievement 

in mathematical chemistry will be positively affec·ted due to successful 

remediation of the ten mathematics skills described in this study, 

must both be rejected. 

In the testing of hypothesis tvm a treatment-instructor interaction 

effect was identified. Retesting ·of hypothesis t\-10 by an analysis of 

covariance for each instructor separately did not clearly identify the 

source of the interaction except that performance in ffidthematical 

chemistry for the 8xpcrimental qroup of Ins·tructor one \'las significantly 

better that the performance in mathematical chemistry of the control 

group of Inst_ructor one . Performance in mathematical chemistry in the 

exp~..;rinen tal group of Instructor tHo was clearly not different from the 

pc~rforrnance in mu.thema -!:.ical chemistry of control group of Instructor 

t\·10. The reason "for this difference between the experimental classes 

of Instructor one and Instructor two is not clear but is possibly 

related to a difference of approach bebvccn the l\-10 instructors in 

reJ e1ting mathematics ::.o chemistry withiri their respective experimental 

classes. 
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Hypotheses 4(a) - (j), that particular mathematical skills can be 

identified as being prerequisite for success in introductory chemistry 

must be accepted but only for a small proportion of the skills tested. 

Likewise hypotheses 5(a) (j) that particular mathematical 

skills can be identified as being prerequisite for success in 

mathematical chemistry must be accepted but only for a small 

proportion of the sk.ills tested. 

Correlations between the ten mathematics skills defined in this 

study with mathematical chemistry and chemistry were all much lower 

than those reported by Denny (l97l). The test produced by Denny (1970) 

regarded as being valid for measuring overall mathematical skill was 

modified in terms of a one question - one skill concept for use in 

this study. Many of the questions on this test appeared to this 

researcher to have one predominating mathematical skill. Because of 

this difference in scoring between this study and Denny's, it is 

inconsequential to attempt to draw any meaningful conclusions regarding 

differences in correlation between skill scores and chemistry 

mathematical achievement scores in this study versus those in Denny's 

study. However the overall MAST scores were obtained in this study in 

the same way as they were in Denny's study. Denny (l97l) reports a 

correlation of 0.799 between the MAST overall scores and the ACS-NSTA 

1969 High School Chemistry Test scores. Also Denny (l97l) reports a 

correlation of 0.750 between the MAST overall score and the mathematical 

chemis ·try ACS-NSTA subscore. The correlation between the MAST overall 

scores and the chemistry achievement test of this study was 0.40~ The 
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correlation bet\.,een the HAST overall scores and the ma·thematical 

chemistry subscores of the chemistry achievement tes ·t of this study 

\vas 0. 44. These are much lo\ver than the correlations of 0. 799 and 

0.750 reported above by Denny (1971) but the significance in the 

difference of these correlations cannot be evaluated conclusively 

since different chemistry achievement tests were used for the b·IO 

studies. It should be noted also that the sample size in Denny•s 

study used for the MAST-ACS test score correlations was 242. The 

sample size in this study was 68. The correlation coefficients 

obtained in the present study are all significant at the 0.001 level 

of probability, \'7hich suggests a significant rela·tionship does exist 

between overall mathematical skill and chemistry achievement as \-lell 

as mathematical chemistry achievemGnt. 

It is suggested 1 hm·JC:ver, -t.hut an approach using pass-fail 

contingency table criteria to determine prerequisitE:~ mathematics 

skills for chemistry is more appropriate than an approach using a 

determinatio11 of Gorrelations b e tween mathematics skills scores and 

chemist r:y achieverr:ent scores. 

Attempting to more conclusively establish that certain mathematical 

skil ls are prerequisite for certajn chemistry skills was done by 

reference to contingenc..:y tables using pass-fail relationships. The 

abil i. ty to apply frac..:t·i..ons 1 dec.i.mu.ls 1 and ratio and proportion is 

indicated by this method quite d efinitively to be prerequisite to the 

apl,Jli cation of many chemistry sl:iLLs or concepts found in introductory 

chernjstry courses. Ho· . .;evcr ot:.hc:r mathematics skill~; such as general 
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computation (addition, substraction, etc.), usc of parentheses, signed 

number usage, use of exponents, usc of percentage, manipulation of 

one variable equations, and producing and interpreting x, y graphs, 

apparently are prerequisite for success in much of introductory 

chemistry. Both of the above findings which arose post- hoc out of 

the present study are considered to offer suggestions for fur~~er 

research rather e1an being -definitive in themselves. 

For Further Research 

The results of this experiment, the analysis of these resul-ts 

and the literature reviewed suggest research that could be done in 

the folloHing areas: 

1. A better mathematics skills test, testing a higher level 

of mathemu.t.ics, should be developed and used in a s ·tudy 

similar to the present one. This tes~ should use at least 

three questions for testing a given skill. 

2. Hathematical skill and intellectual development as a 

conjoint factor influencing achievement in chemistry might 

be researched. 
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APPENDIX A 

NATHEHATICS SKILL TEST 

Directions to Student: Do NOT write in this booklet. Write your name 
and mark your answers on your separate answer sheet, in the row on 
your ans\,•er sheet that is numbered the same as the number of the 
question. Blacken the space having the same letter (A, B, C, D, or E) as 
your ans\ver. If you want to change an answer. erase your first mark 
completely. Hake no stray marks; they might count agairrst you. If 
you cannot answer a question by inspection, figure out the answer on 
your scratch paper. AnsHer questions even when you are not perfectly 
sure that yottr answer is correct, but avoid wild guessing. There is 
only one correct answer to each question. Do not spend too much time 
on .::~ny one qucs tion. Ans-.:.ver the easier ones first; then go back to 
the harder ones if you have time. 

You have 4 5 111 in u t e s to do this test . 

Opt·n your booKlet ae_d beg-tn, \vhen your instructor says to start. 
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1. r::...:prcss 1,520 .3S rt number 

tir.:cs a power of 10. 2. 2(l) + 3( 4~ -
4 l_ 

2 1 
a) 4.52 X 10 a) 1-

'l 
L 

3 
t) • '• 57. X 10 

1 
b) 

.., 
L-

3 
3 

c.) 4.52 X 10 c) 
...,1 
42" 

2 
d) .452 X 10 d) E 

4 
e) ll. 52 X 10 e) ~12 

4. If 5 yards of matet:"ial cost 

3. 2(2 + 3 - 1) = $2.50, hm..r much will 2 feet 
cost? 

a) I! 
a) $ • 34 

b) 6 
b) $ 0 67 

c) 8 
c) $1,00 

d) 10 
d) $1.50 

e) 12 
e) $1.75 

6. A car goes 3 miles an hour. 
HO\J 11\any feet will it go in 

5. 2 ( 1 ( 2Y) ] 
30 minutes? (5280 ft. = 1 mile) 

a) 7Y 
a) 27110 ft. 

b) 8Y 
b) 3520 ft. 

c) lOY 
c) 5280 ft. 

d) l2Y 
d) 7920 ft. 

) n 0 lll"".,.. c" lol"1..lt1 t e sor;.,_ ~'- " -' 
r) SOTilC 0 tllCl: et; l, C;U !}. t 

8. Jf you earn $!1552 a year and must P~Y 
]2% cf this in federal income tax and 

'-') 3? (, 0 \~. 
3% J.n ,.,a0c tax, \-!hat is your net 
:J nco•nc after the:sc taxes have been paid? 

h) 7.30"C. .:t) $38)9.20 

c) /./6°C. h) $3869.~0 

d) 27.0°C. c) $39RS.20 

d) $11005. 76 

c) $1!'1 ~n. 7 2 



9. If 2 apples cost 20 cents, 
l10\.J much \.Jill 7 appJ es cost? 

a) $ .35 

b) $ .70 

c) $1.00 

d) $1.40 

e) some other amount 

11. If .045 is subtracted from 
2/t. 6 the result is 

a) 23.15 

b) 24. l5 

c) 24.55 

c) 21~. 555 

' 24.655 C) 

13. \v!d ch , c• 
-"-' the laq~est quantity? 

a) 10 2 
0 

b) 10 1 

c:) 10° 

d) 10- 1 

e. 10-/. 

c2 
15. J. f 

12 
1 c - c·r-· ) 

a) 0 

b) 1 I 1 :~ 

c) 1 

r! J 12 

f') 
! '·'· 
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10. 

12. 

14. 

16-

-log 10-11 

10 

a) -40 

b) 40 

c) 10 

d) -4 

e) 4 

The decimal equivalent 
4 +_L 

of so· 25 
is 

8 
a) 50 

b) .08 

c) .016 

d) . 16 . 

e) 1.6 

3(12 - 15) - 5 

a) -ll~ 

b) -8 

c) -2 

d) 4 

e) 16 

In 2000 lb.s. of c.oal ore> 79% is 
pure coal. You have sufficient 
oxyf, r. n ~vail able l:o burn 507.: of 
the coal ore. Ho~.· I~any lhs, of 
pure coal is cTV<.l .i. 1<~ bJ C frorn the 
rem a :in in~ i.l Jlh ll t"ll.Cd ore? 

a) 1000 lbs, 

b) 990 lt•s. 

c) 800 lbs. 

d) /90 lbs ·. 

c) 700 lbG . 



y 

p 

v 

19. If PV = k is the equation 
for & line and k = 4~ ~~1ich 

of the follO\·ling pairs of 
v~lues satisfies this 
relntionship? 

a) (1,4) 

b) (\, l) 

c) (l,!t.) 

d) ( 1 ) --~) 

e) ( -- 1 ) ~) 

Ll. 3.75 -: . 25 

::1) .013 

h) l 3 

c) 1.3 

r' \ 
'I 13 

e) .--.; () ~ ~i r~ ( •thcr <t:r.o tint 

X 
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17. In the grnph at the l(;f t, as 
the volume (V) increases, the 
pressure (P) 

a) increases 

b) decreases 

c) remains the same 

18. In the. graph at the left, as 
the pressure (P) increases, 
the volume (V) 

a) increases 

b) decreases 

c) remains the SClme 

20. 4 X 10- 2 
------
2 X l0-3 

a) 
,... 

X 10-5 
L 

b) 2 X 10- 1 

c) 2 X 10 1 

d) 2 X 10 5 

e) some other- number 

Question 22 re[crs to the formula 
b c loH in \·!ld c.h C is a constant. 

m m 
F ::= G _ i _ _2 __ 

2 
r 

22. If tbc valuc!3 of r ~nd m remain 
con s t.:Jilt. .:m cl the value 2 of m 

dcul:l•'S 7 F is 
1 

a) ; :1 1d l: i.pl icd by t. 

b) ro~iltlpUL!d by 2 

c) div .1dcd by 2 

.J) cl i v i. (.It.' d by t. 

(' 
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2 3. 
43 

21 •• 7.5 "J~375 
48 

a) 
-5 a) .005 

l 

b) 
-5 It • b) .05 

c) 
5 c) .5 

1 

d) 45 d) 5 

11 • e) so· 
e) 4 

25. If 2 apples cost 20 cents~ the 26. 2280 . 760 :::: 

largest number of apples I .~an 

r buy \.•i th 50 cents is: a) 5 
(' 

a) 1 b) 4 

b) 2 c) 3 

c) 3 d) 2 

d) 4 e) some other number 

e) s 
320 

27. 
625 

28. 
1. 6 -- = ~- '"" 

25 --
·8 

a) 20 
a) 1 

3 
h) 21. 

b) 31: 
3 

c) 25 
c) 33.!. 

3 
d) 30 

d) 3331:. 
3 

c) 35 
e) other SOtr.e aiiiOun t 

(. 2) (. 03) 
}: _ _?_( ?~ .__?)_ 

-25° K. 173° K. L~. -----·- ------- 30. 1ninus Qqua1.s 
. l 11 

~) .OOG 
a) -198°K. 

b) 
0 

b) .012 - 178 K. 

c) .G6 
c) --l58°K. 

d) . 1 2 
d) 

0 
llt8 K. 

e) .6 
c) l58°K. 



31. If 100,000 square feet are 
multiplied by 4 the result 
is: 

a) 4 X 10
6 

sq. ft. 

5 
b) 4 X 10 sq. ft. 

c) 
I. 

ft. 4 X 10 sq. 

d) '• >: 10 3 sq. ft. 

e) '• X 10
2 

sq. ft. 

33. In the graph at the right 
which graphed l:i.ne segm2nt 
has a negative slope? 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

c) non<: of these 

34. In the gr 2 ph at the right 
\-•hich ernphcJ line s egtr.ent 
has a slope equal to zero? 

a) - - - - - d) -- -- ---- ----

- 94 

b) - -·- D --- ., c) nunc of th ese 

c) . . ... . . . l. 
35. In a che i:lJ c.<l rciiction 5 ·of 32 

1bs. of ;; uJ fur is cc>ns u;:Jcd. TI1 e 
p c: r. :t-- nt.: s e o f sulfur t·c·r.'Edn ine 
:1 s: 

n) ?.0% 

c ) SO% 

d) l '.J% 

-

j 

_L 
2 

32. 9 == 

a) 3 

b ) 6 

c) 9 

d) 81 

e) some other amount 

I 

I 
.. I. 

'-... 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

36. 25 >: • 30 

a) .750 

b) 7.50 

c) 75.0 

cl) 750 

I 

c) soJ:!c olhcr :11~ount 

X 
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37. \-.' i th Cl 6% sales tax, how much 38. .052 + 37.5 = 

tax "''ould you have to pay on 
$10.00? a) 4 2 . 7 

a) $6 . 00 b) 38.12 

b) $ .60 . c) 38 . 02 

c) $ .06 d) 37 e02 

d) $ .12 3) some other amount 

e) $1.20 

3 
4 

39. ---- = 
__!f._ 

2 
40. 3 = 

9 
a) 3 X 3 

a) 27/16 
b) 3 + 3 

b) 7 It. 
c) 3 X 2 

c ) J/ i* 
d) 3 ... 2 

d) 1/2 
d) some other amount 

e ) 1/3 

41. 3(12) (36) - 6 (72) 4 2. If 3X + 5 = 2X + 8 X . , 
0 

a) 3 a) 
1 3 

5 
3 

b) 4 b) -s-

c) 6 c) 3 

d) 12 d) 13 

c) ~;o:;l c o t 1 1~·r :; tao un t c) s cqut.~ o th e :- n•.1mber 
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-2 
!,3. In a ] 00 lbs. mixture uf sand 44. 3 = 

and rock, tlH ... ·re is l\.Jice as much 
sand Llc-· .. ;;:, rock. How DDny lbs. of a) -(3 Y. 2) 
sand nrc there? 

b) -(3 X 3) 

a) 2~ lhs. 1 

l c) 3z-

b) 333· lbs. 
1 

d)~-

c) 50 lbs. 3 X 3 
1 

6~ 
e) 3 x 2 

cl) lbs. 
3 

e) SOJGC other aT:lOUnt 

2 ) 3 
'·5. (3 1!6. -2575 + '•5321 

a) J X ? a) 427L;6 .J 

b) (3 Y. 2) (3 X 2) b) [. 27 56 

c) (3 X 2) (3 X 2) (3 X 2) c) 42846 

d) 3 X 3 X 3 X 3 X 3 d) 4 2856. 

c) 3 X 3 .. 3 X 3 X 3 X 3 .e) t. 37/f 6 

'· 7. 
X _ 4 

X = 48. Hhich of rf 2-o-- 5 ' one the qu2ntitics 
belmv is larger than {256 ? 

a) 16 
256 

2 
a) 

b) 20 
b) 1/256 

c) /.5 -1 

c) 256 2 

d) 30 __l_ 

d) ?.56 
2 

e) ~;() i "~ ~ olh.:~c <:. i<:Oll n t. 
_l_ 

e) 256 
4 
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l'lot the folJm,•ing data, Hith "concentration" measured on the y-axis and 
"time" jndicatcd on the x-axis. Sketch a line through the points you 
have plotted. 

Concentration 

2 g 

4 g 

6 g 

8 g 

49. From the graph, the concentration 
at 1.5 sec is 

a) 1 g 

b) 1.5 g 

c) 2 g 

d) 2.5 g 

e) 3 g 

5 l . In s the 
u . 

sc.c conccntrr1t1.on 
\ ·!OU ld p t·obohly be 

<1) 7 g 

b) 8 g 

c) 9 g 

d) 10 r. 

c) 1 J f: 

r 

Time ---
1 sec 

2 sec 

3 sec 

4 sec 

50. The time for a concentration 
of 5 g is 

a) 1.5 sec 

b) 2 sec 

c) 2.5 sec 

d) 3 sec 

e) 3.5 sec 

52. In a screv cdp bottle, you 
have 2 ounces of tincture. 
of Iodine, a weight mixture 
of 98% alcohol and 2~ 
dissolved Iodine. 
accident you spill 
tnix t u re. Hm-1 much 
do you have left? 

a) .098 o ;;: . 

b) .98 oz . 

c) 1 oz. 

d) 1.96 oz 

By 
half the 
alcoiwl 

e) Sul<IC o L l1c r amount 
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~). ThL' dL·cimal C<Juiv~lcnt of st •. ].2 X 10- 3 
------·---

2 ( 10 7) (l 0- 3 ) i.s e6 X lOt+ 

~) 2 a) 1.2 X 10 1 

b) • 2 b) 1.2 X 10-7 

c) .02 c) 12 X 10 1 

d) .002 d) 12 X 10-7 

e) some other number e) some other number 

55. 5280 X 12 56. Express .72 as a number times 
a power of 10 

a) 6336 
a) 7.2 X 102 

b) 63260 
b) 7.2 X 10 1 

c) 63/160 
c) 7.2 X 100 

d) 64360 
d) 7.2 X 10- 1 

t!) some other numl)er 
e) 7.2 X 10-2 

57. 10° 

a) 1 
58. 10- 1 expressed as both a fraction 

and as a decimal is 

b) 0 

c) 100 

d) 10 

c) .•.;o,nc other <.11!10tll1 t 

S 9 . J f LlH~· $ 5 . (; 0 y o u h ~ v c in 6 0 • 
yc'ul· \J:d]C'I is 25% of y•)ur 
\ ,'[!f:e>!;, l10\.J Jntwh J"id ) nu (':lrn? 

~) $10.?.0 

b) $ 1 '~. 00 

1 
a) 100 and . 1 0 

1 
b) 100 and .01 

1 
c)fo " <1d - 001 

l 
d)iQ ;mel .01 

l 
e)fo and . 1 

2 X 10- 2 

a) .02 

b) .2 

c) 2 

d) 20 

c) 200 
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APPENDIX B 

MEHORIAL UNIVERSITY OF NEWT OUNDLAND 

St. John's, Nev1foundlr.d 

Final Examination 
December, 1976 

Time: 2 hours 

CHEMISTRY lOOF 

Name: M.U.N. No. 

Slot: Instructor 

READ THE FOLLO~viNG CAREFULLY. 

This paper is divided into 3 sections. Ans\V'er ALL questions. 

SECTION A: Ivlultiple Choice (14 questions \V'orth 2 marks each: 

SECTION B: 

SECTION C: 

Total= 28 marks). 

Answer each question by printing the appropriate letter 
on the answer sheet (page 2). Only ONE answer is correct 
in each case. 

Should you change your ansv1er to any questions make it 
quite clear that you have done so. 

There is no penalty for incorrect ans\·;ers. 

This section should take a maximum of 30 minutes. 

13 questions; ·Total 34 marks 

This section should take 45 minutes 

3 questions: Total 38 marks. 

•..rhi3 sec:tion should take 45 minutes. 

HAND IN TIGS PAPER IN ITS ENTIRETY AND THE PERIODIC TABLE AT THE END 
OF 'I'HE EX/\HI:'IT~TION. 'l'HIS EXAt1INATION PAPER SHOULD HAVE 12 PAGES! 

NOTE: P.. Periodic Table and t.c:tbles of logar.i t:Juns are attached after 
the last p age of the exa:mina t.ion l_Jap£r and may be detached 
if desired. Slid2 rules and calc:ulators are allm-:ed. 

SECTION A 

SECTlON C-1 

---------· ·-----
SEC'f'ION C-7. 

SECT[ON C-3 



Chemistry lOOF December, 1976 
Final Examination 

Name: M.U ~ N. No. 

Slot Instructor 

Answers to Hultiple Choice Items : Print the appropriate letter beside the 
question number CLEARLY. 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 
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SECTION A - Answer all questions. Only ONE answer is correct. v1rite 
the appropriate ansv1er on the answer sheet (page 2). 

1. Which of the following is NOT a physical change? 

A. Sublimation 
B. Combustion 
C. Evaporation 
D. Freezing 
E~ Boiling 

2. An ion has 13 electrons, 12 protons, and 14 neutrons. ·what is 
the approximate mass of the ion? 

A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 

3. Of 
are 

A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 

4. If 

the 

A. 

B-
c. 

D. 

E. 

14 amu 
25 amu 
26 amu 
27 amu 
39 amu 

the follm·1ing groups of three, the elements v1hose properties 
most nearly alike are those having atomic numbers 

l, 2, 2 
5, 6, 7 
13, 31, 49 
12, 14, 16 
16, 17, 18 

XF 
2 

is the formula for a metallic fluoride, the formula for 

oxide of X is 

x
2
o 

xo 
X203 

xo 
2 

xo 
4 
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5. Given five beakers each containing one of the following solutions 

(1) water solution of sodium chloride 
(2) water solution of a sugar 
(3) pure water 
(4) \'Tater. solution of silver nitrate 
(5) hydrochloric acid 

h'hich of these solu·tions are good conductors of electricity? 

A. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
B. 1~ 2, 3, 5 
c. 1, 4, 5 
D. 2, 3 
E. 2, 5 

6. Three lengths of copper wire, A, B, and C, are measured with 
different instruments. The lengths are 

7. 

A = 
B = 

5.32 em 
1.073 em 

C 211~1 em 

'l'he total length of copper wire, expressed to the correct number 
of significant figures, is 

A. 217 ern 

B. 217~4 Cfll 

c. 217.493 em 
D. 217.5 em 
E. 217.50 em 

-1 
If 196 .g of H

3
Po 

4 
(98. 0 g mole ) is dissolved in Hater and the 

sc1ution is diluted to 3.0 liters, what· is the moln.rity o-f the 
solut.ion? 

l\. 0.33 t-1 

I3. 0.67 H 

c. 1.5 H 

D. 2.0 M 

E. 3.0 H 
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8. Which ONE of the following is NOT indicated by ·the chemical 
equation given below? 

As methane is burned 

A. molecules are conserved 
B. atoms are conserved 
c. mass is conserved 
D. the reaction is exothermic 
E. oxygen is used us 

Hmv many grams of hydrogen will be produced when 2. 7 grams of 
aluminum are dissolved in sulfuric acid? 

A. 0.030 g 
B. 0.067 g 
c. 0.134 g 
D. 0.15 g 
E. 0.30 g 

10. l~en 1 mole of wagne sium chloride (r1gC1
2
). an ionic solid, is 

dissolved in \'later" the resulting aqueous solution Hill contain 

A. 1 mole 
2+ 

ions Mg + 2 moles Cl ions 
+ 

ions , mole Cl
2 

ions B. 1 mole Hg · I- ...... 

2+ 3-c. 1 mole Hg ions + 1 mole Cl
2 

iOllS 

D. 1 mole MgC1
2 

molecules 

E. 1 mole t1g atoms + 1 mole Cl
2 

molecules 

11. 'l'he volume of a confined gas can be reduced by the application 
of pressure at constant t-.cmpe r.a turc. Which of t-.he follo\·Iing 
expl.otins why the chu.nge i:-1 volume is possible? Gaseous 
molecules 

A. take up space 
B. have varyiny mu.sscs 
C. are in constant motion 
D. arc relatively far u.pa r t 
E. collide \vi thout loss of energy 
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J.. 2. One mole :")f ni trogE..n, b.-ro mole~> o .f neon, =:tnd fo'.J.r moles of ai::-gc.>n 

are sealed in a cylinder. The.:"' corr;bined pressure of this mixture 
o.f gases is 1400 nun Hg. \fJhat :J s ·the partiaJ_ pressure of the 
nitrogen? 

A. 100 rom Hg 
B. 200 mm Hg 
c. 400 nun Hg 
r, ...... .500 rom Hg 
B ~ 1400 rr.rn Hg 

.l3r '.rhf'~ equation for the complete cmnbustion o ·i: buta.ne ga.s, c6 H
1

C, :.i.s 
"' - J 

t\l"~O fg) + J.OR,O(g} 
2 ,._ 

Ho1,,I many liters of carbon d i o x: id.e are produced wnen a mixture of: 
1 - 00 1i t:er of b . ..ttane:: gas and .LJ. 0 li te:cs of oxygen are burned-? 
(1\.ssume the i:8lOJ.?era·ture and .~H:e .:; sure :t:e.;11a.in c0n.st:.a.nt~) 

f'-, •. ) .00 ]_iter 
L .. 1.63 liters 
--. 4.DG liters I .. • 

D. 8.00 liters 
F 'r 1 :~. n .ti ~.:.er s 

~ .!; ., }~1 t-.l1~L:.; temr?er,=-}. t.v.re \ls ti I.1f h S' r ._;t f )l-1 , .,·h.i.c h rr...:p:!:ess.:titS t:.J.e he.a 1:j_r1g (Jf 

;:~;-.:;) c.. t . <'l const~nt. ra·te 1 t-he ~' "~S"W1en·t de repJ:es~:r.. ':.s the 

-~. () ~~ -· 

:\. 

~). 

E' 

1 
I 

'i::: 

/ 

/----- - ·----------- --.:-: 

/ 
I / 

L:~-·- ---- ·-·-·------
- . ~ 

"~J .:l~ t:·El J~lrJ ·:JiA!~ t'1 '-!(.!. 

~-::cJ ~ cl l>ei ;-:'::r 'dCll:llH:>l 

-t i.quicJ b e, n c; '·· ' 3.nncc1 
)_iqu -:.d ch<.l.r ' CJ ;_n0 t o 9'' s 
sr_,:~ :i_c1 • ::: l- <L; , yic~1 to .1 .::.\~ll _: 

_, 

/ 
/~ 

0. 

f 
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SECTION B 

HARKS 
[2] l. Write the correct formula for each of the following compounds. 

a. iron(II) chloride, ferrous chloride 

b. magnesium phosphate 

c. nitric acid 

d. sodium perchlorate 

(2] 2. Name the follov1ing compounds. 

a. KOH 

b. p4°10 

Co (NH
4

) 
2
co

3 

d. LiBr 

[4] 3. Balance the following equations. 

a. __ Al
2
o

3
(s) + __ C(.s) + __ N

2
(g) -4- __ AlN{s) + __ CO(g) 

b. CuO(s) + __ N0
2

(g) + o
2

(g) 

(3] 4. Hhen a solution of lead nitrate [Pb(N0
3

) 
2 

(aq)) and sodiu..-n 

iodide [Nai (aq)] a.re mixed, the only insoluble product is 
lead(II) iodide. \Vrite the balanced ne ·t ionic equation for 
the rectct.ion. 

f2) 5. \vri.t.c a balanced chemical equ.:ttion to represent the reaction 
of souium metal v1i th water. 
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HARKS 
[3] 6. 

a .. 

b. 

c .. 

Name the type of physical or chemical process occurring in 
each of the following, 

e.g., melting 

2Hg0 hea"t) 2Hg(s) + 02(g) 

Na(g) --)- Na(£) 

C3H8 (g) + 502(g) ~ 3co
2

(g) + 4H
2
0(g) 

Propane 

[1] 7. Hut.1iply 30.8 x 40.10 em and express ·the ans.,.-1er to the correct: 
number of significant figures with teh appropriate units. 

[2j 8. A college basketball player, playing fort.·7ard_,. is generally 
6 ft 6 in tall o Hmv many centimeters is this height? 

[2) 9. Some very old Roman coins ·1.-1ere made of iron. Hhat is the 
densit~ of a coin with a mass of 49.14 g and a volume of 
6.3 em ? 

[4J 10. A red-orange dye called alizariu is an organic compound 
consisting of 70.02% carbon, 3.36% hydrogen, and 26.64% 
oxygen. Hhat is the empirical .formula for alizarin? 

(2] ..ll. The molecuL:u: mass of alizurin is 240.2 amu. \·f.1at is its 
molecular fonnula? 

[4) 12. Calc,_l.lat.c the percentage cornpos..i.tion by mass of Ca(OH)
2

• 

r 3 J 13. (a) Flask A c ontains 0. 050 g of hydrogen gas. Hmv many 
mole s of molecules of hydrogen arc present? 

(b) Fl<.1sk B h as the ~;ome volume as flask h and contains 
gas X. Both ga:.cs arc at the s.:une temperature and 
pres~;urc. Ho\..r m<:~.ny molecules of gas X are in 
flask n? 
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MARKS 

[2] 

[2] 

[3] 

[4] 

[3] 

[l] 

SECTION C 

l. When one mole of nitroglycerin, c
3

H
5

(N0
3

)
3

, explodes 
431.3 kcal of energy are released. All products formed are 
gaseous. 

The following questions relate to the explosion of 11.35 g 
of nitroglycerin which is contained in a glass vial. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

How many moles of nitroglycerin are involved in this 
explosion? 

Calculate the number of moles of water produced. 

What volume of carbon dioxide, measured at STP, is 
produced in the explosion? 

What would be the volume of oxygen produced in this 
reaction if the temperature were at 27°C and 740 mm Hg? 

Calculate the number of nitrogen molecules produced 
in the reaction~ 

How much energy (kcal) is released? 

2. The following question is related to one of the laboratory 
experiments completed this semester. 

The experiment was carried out to determine the reaction 
between solid copper and an aqueous solution of silver nitrate. 
In the experiment a weighed sample of copper wire was immersed 
in a measured volume of silver nitrate solution. There was 
more than enough copper to react with all of the silver 
nitrate. Some of the copper dissolved, and silver metal was 
deposited. At the end of the experiment the remaining copper 
wire and silver metal \vere tN"eighed separately 
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MARKS 

[2] 

[2] 

[2} 

[2] 

[2) 

[2) 

[l) 

2. (cont'd) 

Resu1ts 

Mass of copper wire consumed in the experiment = 0.635 g 

Vo1ume of si1ver nitrate so1u·tion = 20.0 m1 

Concentration of silver nitrate so1ution = 

l.f.ass of si1ver produced = 2.160 g 

-1 
169.9 g liter 

(a) Hor.11 many mo1es of copper were consumed in the experiment? 

(b) Y.lhat v7as the ~lari.!:Y_ of the si1ver nitrate solution? 

(c) Ho\-v many moles_ of si1ver nitrate \vere present in the 
20.0 m~ of solution \·;hich reacted \vith th~ copper? 

(d) Hm11 many moles of silver nitrate Hould rea-ct \vith one 
P10le of copper? 

{e) Hmv many moles of silver me ·tal v:c:ce produced in this 
experiment? 

(f) Hm-r many moles of silver metal would l>e produced from 
one mole of silver nitrate? 

(g) Using the above infor ma·tion balance the equation for 
the rc.:.ction 

__ AgN0
3 

+ ___ Cu --> __ Cu(N0
3

) 
2 

+ __ Ag 
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[2] 

l2) 

3. Comment briefly on each of the following. 

(a) Explain why it is impossible to find an ion which 
cont ains the same numbe r of pro-t ons a nd electrons. 

(b) Although lithium and fluorine are within the same period 
of the periodic table, lithium is a metal and fluorine 
is a nonmetal. Explai n o 
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APPENDIX C 

PIACETIAN '.rl\SK TESTS 

CLLSS 

D!:TE ---

This booklet con~ists :.Jf i'ou1· e::.::c:r·ci:::cs. 

IT IS NOT A TSST HoTicver we w~uld li~e 

to see the a91iroach you usc i!l :.:-~ · 1 i vine at 

your s·.~·lution to ec..ch tasl~. It is thc=ne:fore 



lll 

the 

<"!t -the .front oi' the room. It c::l..t"l be a0cd to l_)roduce 

ch2dons on a screen. 

(' 

0 RTECT 
b 1 c; c . 

'\ 

r------------

,L1C-4T 
'SOURCE 

k~ 
In 

(2. 0 ;:-.::Ul bu.l b) 211.d the sc:r·ccn ::.s :=:et at 100 cen t.i!.ieters. 

in cJ...YlY of the quest.i ons vihich :Lollovt. 

·'only c!12nccs in the si~-~ e oi· the ob.ject disc 2.nd it's 

.:=ao:.::.i -tion o.lonc the line joininc liz;l1t source to screen 

v ci :l c; <.!.r t2 .fully . 

. ' . - l , C - . r. C -1 . t . ' 1 n . j() :; <: " ... ·l; ,_; IJ l·:. ...._. :..= J. ~~ c oi' 

] . ~ • ·t '1 ,. • . rr ~ . . . C":> .P. l 1 _ _ .. 1. l ~· o c .:. c n. • n b e , c c.....:. c: J . , 1. _ y 
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2. !A> you c:=~)cct the DJ_~ .... ~c of the shnclo'·;i to ci1~ 111t:;e i:l' the ~;~ ,c 

sour~e? ____________ J.f i ~ <~oes chr-:.tl[;C, cn.1 c-.fullJf ecs .r5_Le in 

) .. Do ~.rou e:·:.:_)ect t:he to 

\) 

/: .. Do ~r 0 u e: ~ .9 C: c t t h 0 s j_ z c 0 l ..L o c ~' ~' · , -e l. f> -' l 1 e l · ~ l ~ (. ~- l tj ...l ' 

di <::.• c t cr? I i' it · .. ::.ocs -- . -- ·- -· -- -·---··-
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su~1)03C t!1at in the de. r:onstr : .-l: ion ~ ~p)2l'~--~ tus ·the ~'!ir-u·:! cter o.f the 

object disc is 4 cent:linetcrs 1 ~:d that it is ._1l<?.ccd in the 

(the centre o.f the X re_;,Jr escnts the ~Josi tion of the d:tsc) ~ 

\ ' 
\ ' ---(' '. \ ~· 

~y- \·-- I 

_) \ ---\ 
. ~----·. __ _....----

·-;;ith·1ut ch;-:11t:;inc the a_r:l_tial'<.=>,tus in any ot}H.:r -~'lay, \·/ne1 e ':;o:..l.ld :rvu 

Pl<··c e ob:icct uiscs of dia:::eter 2,6_,8, ccntii;Jcters respcctivclyto 

cc~ nt'i ~; :C':.er object in the po s t t ion sho:sn. 

i n 2.00VI? 1 

n u. ;:: b c: r • c:;cn tre of d1e 
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The Flasks, 

The fir,ure dr.:.twn bclo\.1 represents a S!·:,\LL cht:rrd.cal flask. Hhcn t:ll'.::l~:;u'rcd vith 

lnq:e p;1per clips_, the ·height of the srn.•ll fL1 ~-;k \J.>S found to be I~ clips. \.fne:n 

a sirr.!l.tr LARGE flaslr.(not sho\.Jn in the diagr<1m) h'.:1S ri1~~-'.surcd Hith the s .. >r ;~e 

}. a -rge paper cllps. it '-'CIS found to be 6 clips high. 

Now please do these things: 

1. ?·!c<:1sure the hc:..ight of the sr;1all flask 

o.1 the r iyh t using the S:--fALL paper c 1 ips 

·provided. The heip.ht is __ ____ SHALL paper 

clips .. 

2. PR.,~DICT the height of the LARGE flask if 

it vere. me.:1surcd ·with the sa me !>1 ~1all clips. 

The height of the LARGE flask would be 

3. EX"i: ' LAIK ho·~., you arrived at your precJ iction. 

'lou 1:1ay use die!gr-2.rns, words_, or calculations 

0 
Plcc.:se 2xplain your steps carefully~ 

EX?L'\"!~ATION (Be precise) 

.• 

SHALL FLASK 
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The Radio Problem 

j\ l : rans.i s tor rildio r-o-~ __ :·J cos U> $ ~ 0, hut you Ciln buy ,,ny 

0 f the f o 11 o \.J i n g " c x t r a s " i f you \·Jan t to : 

OR 

OR 

OR 

leather case- ( 

extra battery- 8 

cc.r phone - P 

~sa $10. 

E?j $5. 

t=? --] 0 "$2. 

~ 3-J-fr $1. 

Suppose you want to buy a radio. Write down or draw as 

mvny dif£ercr1t choices as you can think of, and Lhe prices. 

For ex <.:Lrnp 1 e 

[~ --·-1 r---n:7 
t'i1Y~:\;}--J radio + cas8 + c.:1.r.phone. $51 .. 

tr=·~ 
~~~-~ radio + str~p $45. 
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.!f~_c __ ~y,_q ___ .~o __ }:_<-_1_~. -

ro no~r .:.·1:s':tcr 

::-.ny questions nn til you arc rc~~c1y, BUT on~e you have bc~_:;un a 

new question JX) lTOT ch~1n~e nny . _previous ans·:tcrs _ 

q_u2st~ons in the order in w:::1ich th\~y Llp~H:!.::ti'. 
( 

1. COii1p::--..re the two solids e.g. l~.re they the S2ii1e colour, ho·.·1 do" 

the ;-;c:ter lc';cl, i _e ., record the volume. Record it accurately! 

3. Vc;:.'y c;_lre.fully lo-..·,'cT 00l:id 1\ into the \'tC-<..tcr unt:i_l it :rcst3 on 

/; I o 

. t 
) _ --

'J.l·i t e c1o'.'iO. the new water ]_cvel 

\) 

:Hll :i_n the ·:i:-:--d:cr :i tl:::>"tc~!u of solid A 



6. 

7., 
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Ca_re .1uJ.j_y ::cc :,;ovc =..-;olicl A f'rorn the ,;roduate, a .. tld rcnlacc it ... 

\'lrj_ tc do·:fn the r1c ·,r.; ·~·J : lLer J..e:-,el 

E:c:Jlc.Jn r..!..ny di..fi\~Tences J... n . your 2nsne:;_~s ·to .-1 ~nd 6 1 

r 

8. Ass u n: :i.. n g L hat c. y 1 j n d e r A and c y 1 i n de r B are of t i ' e same 

v o l u E1 e a n d o t d i f f c r C::' n f: m a. s s .:: ;; s '\.r h 0 t '•' o u 1 d h a v e t o b E: d o n e. t o 

A o r B ( i n t e J: m s o f i t s s i ~ e a n ri. s h a p e ) t. o rr: a k e b c t 1-;. t h e s 2. m e 

:n a s 3? 

.... 
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Chemical Combinations Task 

n :STRUCTOR 

LAB . SLOT 

T~is booklet contains information on an exercise in 

conbining liquids. IT IS NOT A TEST. Hm-:cver ·~;,?c \·could like to see 

the approach you use in arriving at any conclusion. It is therefore 

cs s cnt ial that you shmv all your ,,,ork clearly. 
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• 

Ycu .:ne r:ot pc· n·~·ti t tf'd to o1'~~crvc the \-: ork of ~mv 0tl1cr st udt_:nt! 
--------- - -- - --- ----- ------ - - - ------ - ------ --- -- ~ - - ------------

In front of you arc five dropping bottles marked 1, 2, 3, 4 

and g. Each of the five bottles co11tains a colorless liquid. Also in 

front of you are t\~O beakers containing colorless liquids .- these are 

r:1a rked A and n. Addit i on of a feH drops of g to beaker A and to beaker B 

causes one of the t\·.'O (of A or B) to turn yellm-1 "i.·.rhile the other rer.1ains 

cplorless. A demonstr~tor will add a few drops of liquid g to each 
r 

ber::ker for you. 

The ljquids in the five dropping bottles can be used to produce 

2 sijj) ilc:;r yellm-1 coloured solution. Your t2s k is ~roduce a yel1m.;r 

mixing in th e snall te s t tcb cs pro~i cl ed. For e x ample 3 and g mieht be 

c::o n b:i.ned to 8ive you a ycJ lm·7 solution. 

You may me thodically or othe n -.'i s e cor:-. bine any num1")er of solutions 

fro~ l, 2, 3 1 4 and g but you must r ecord 311 steps you take nnd your 

r easo n for L2 k ing a eivcn step. 

Txy to lH:~ sy st.: · i -12 t -L c~ 

A t ·."is h b cJ Ltl e js p 1:ov :i d c d f o r rin !::dnrr out tv~t tubes. They do 

not h av e to be dry. \-!a~ h your t es t t\Ib(' S into Lite large beaker p;:ov:i_ded. 

\·:: t(.; n told to do s o turn the p.tt;c ;md ;~.tt cm pt to produce the 

y " 1 1 o \·.' c n l o r . 

Pr· C (l l' cl , ll · ~ t ·r-o.•n< - 'OU t· .-.1- .-.' 
( _ - - ~· _ .. _ _J,. ..._) - - ' - - ··-- •• c ._._.L_ • 



Trial 1 

Trial 2 

Trirll 3 
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~ccord nll st~rs you take! ---------------- ---------

Combinations you used 
(sho·h· numbers and g) 

,. 

Results, ConclusjClns <:md 
your Reasoninfl. Kote 
all of your observations. 

--------------·---- -------------------------------------1-------------------------------------------
Trj;q]_ 4 

-- ------ ----------------------------------------------------------------

TriAl 5 



Trial 6 

Trial 7 

I22 

Combinatjons you us ed 
(shO\v numbers and g) L Results, Conclusions and 

your . Rcasoning. Note 
all of your observations. 

-

·- ------·---·-- - ---- ------- ------_j_ _______________ _ 

Tr i al 8 

- · -------~-- - - ------ - __________________ T __ _ _ 

l' t- I. a l 10 

I 
- - · - - . - - --- -· __! 
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St·;:-~· !;: ry of y(Jur rc·~>ults! 
------~----·------------

.. 
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Introc1uctory Chci!li..stry 
------

A: HATTER AND ENERGY 

E : 

1. State the characteristics of (a) solids (b) 
•(c) gases. 

liquids 

2. Identify the chcnge of phase fro8 observation .or description 
of the effect of heat or pressure changes on a substance. 

3. Explain what is happening at a molecular lt:!vel tn specified 
phase changes, in tcrQs of molecular velocities and inter
molecular attractions. 

4.. Define: Boiling, Helting {F-.Jsion), Evaporation, Sublimation. . ,. , 
Boiling Point, Melting Point, Vapour Prcss~re. 

5. Predict the likelihood and nature of a phase change as the pressure 
and/or temperature of a specified system is changed. 

6. State three factors which affect the value of-the vapour pressure 
of a liquid~ indicate what effect might be obse1.-ved i .n each c.ase,. 
and explain i11 terms of kinetic theory~ 

7. List iO physical properties and 5 chemical properties often used 
in identifying various pure substances. 

8. Differentiate between: 

9. 

(J) physi~al and-; chemic2l properties 
{ii) physical and chemical chc:mgcs 

Dcfi11c the tcms: 
Solution" tExture_, 
and allotrope. 

Eorr.ogcneous 2nd heteror, cneous , Pure Subst.:>.ncc, 
Cot..1 pou<1d, Elc-uv~nt ~ AtoL11. 7 1-~olecule, ForE!ula Unit, 

ATo:-r~ ro:-:s A~!D _!·~O!JE_C:_!!.LES 

l. St<lte the 1.·el.:1tivc char.r.cs and 1r.asscs of elec:Ll.·ons, protons ~nd 
ncutron!.l. 

2. DL: t er:.1 inc the at o;n ic IHt!ilh cr ;mel 1:1.:1s s uu. l.lo cr of 0n isotope of an 
f?.1.C:T7'Cl1t, eiven the llU i.1tJt~r of eJ.cctt·ons, protons. 3nd neutrons in 
,'lr, :>.h):-:1 of the i!;otop~~ or r:lvt:n the .:ltouic 11\.' .. locr 3nd l!tass r.u;n~cr, 
( ~ t": t,! n :1 j 11 e Li i ·~ 1, u i :: l-' 1: r of c 1 e c L ~.·o l! :; , p t- u l on s -~., J n c. u t r o :1 s .. 

'•· JJJ\: : ~ll·;lt:c ti-.e :: rt·;~--.;~ c.:,o:nt of ~~l cc tt·on!> in lJ(·iL1Cip.:l1 1cv~ls for 
t·l( .. ,o:.:.tG 1 t· o /.0. (1 ~\C "o.-_t ~~t." rule). 
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5. Detcn:dne the difference bel\o.'cen positive ions, ner;ative ions, 
and neutral atoms in terllls of their colilposition with respect to 
protons, electrons and neutrons 1 and to distJnguish bQtwr·cn · the 
fon:ut-ton of these ions from neutral atocns .in terms of electron 
transfer. 

6. Calculate the charge on an ion, given the number of protons and 
electrons it contains. 

1. Construct simple electron dot formulas for con~on elements and 
their most probable ions. Define Ionization Energy. 

8. Identify co~~on polyato~ic ions: 

01-C, NHlt + 

9~ Differentiate between an ionic and a covalent bond. 

10. Cowpare the properties cf ionic and covalent · cou1pounds. 

ll.. Construct electron dot fon;1ulas f':Jr some ~i~-:1ple ruolecules. 

:: ID;ITS, N~ASURE..'-fENTS AND CHH·UCAL CALCULATIONS 

1. Identify the four funda8ental measurable . quantities and indicate 
the cou:I.r'.on units in which th -::y are lTlc.J.sur ed. 

2. Per fona conversions '-'li.thin the Hetric and Brit ish syste:-ns, 
between the Metric and Br~tish sys~erns. 
Coavcrt temperatures from Centierade to Kelvin Scc:lle~ 

\) 

and 

. ' _, 

3. List, in exponential notation~ a set of nwnbers given in decimal 
notation. 

4. List, in decimal notation~ a set of n~~ber~ given in exponcntia1 
notation~ 

5. C':Jnstruct solutions t:o calculatio<1s involving the use of expor.cntirtl 
not;J.tion. 

6. S L:,(e the li.U!~.-jer of sitnificant fieuces in a ei.ven ntr.:-,ber. 

7. Di~; t.L.~ni.:]h bct'\..,.· ~~n :.:ccur~~cy 2.nd precision in 3 ~roup of mcasurc;1~ents. 
;J.r-:d/ol.- cl ~: :::cri1H~ the difference for a· spect[ied in~~t1:':::11:~nt. 

8. C:)'i:;!.~:uct, w~ ing the "!';i.!_;n ·i_flc.:.nt fi~,Jl.-c.n rul ~ s, !:oJuticns to :..;~r::?le 
C<~.lr:u1~;tj_ cJ~1:; lt <vo lvine c:1.ch of the G;_ ... .!l·~; tion~. ~h~d _ttion. sublr.:.ction, 
i.H•1 r· j~)l ic.1f:fon> ;;nd <llvj :;ion of ; :~ c:1:ii1Cc ;~c nts, ;:nd/or a co:nhin:J.tion of 
t1tr:·~(! ul;._:c.l~ . i. on~;~ 

9. (:,Ji ·, ·>Ll.t! •: t : ; o)llll . [., _):1 :-:; to c.!ll:t. :l :: tjc:~:.; u :·; -1n~; Lilc2 ru]e:; eovc"!: ning the 
'·;e uf 1·-:~ ·"· r;_ ! .. -.ic .1o t.:.1t:f.oi1 fuc i..b~ , :,ult:i.~li .• ..::1lL•..Jn ::1n<l/o1.· {1ivi::;ion 
o)[ ;?~~~.-..J<e ( by UlM !~ nsi.::. :1 .:l A.:-,.a l.y :~ i_,. 
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10. Solve prob 1 e;:~s requ:i r i n~ unit conv c.: r s ion and check rea::;onab J r.:;~c s a 
of nns~~r by DirnensJonnl Analysis. 

11. Differe ntiate between mass a nd we icl1t, h e a t and te~per~ture. 

12. Calculate one of density, mass or volume, given any t\Jo of the 
v.:tri.::rbles. 

13., Calculate the formula weight of a compo u nd,. given its for1aula and 
a table of atmoic weights. 

1-4. Calculate one of the variables, number of moles, number of particles 
(atoms, molecules, or ions), weight in grams, for a sa~ple of an 
clement or compound given the fonnula of the element or compound, 'a 
table of atomic weights, and tl1e value of any one of the specified 
variables .. 

15. Differentiate between molecular r'.;eight· and forwula weight. 

l6e Construct: ~he crr.pirical formula •of a C01~1pound . given· its · ele~ental -
conposition by weight, or weight-percent:. 

17. Construct the nolecular fonntla given the empirical formula and 
molecular weight. 

18. Calcula'te percent COlilposi.tion of all elcwents of a corctpound given 
the ch e mical formula. 

19 ~ · State and/ or · apply the rule knm.,n as Avoz.J.d ro' s Hypo thcs is to 
calcula te the molecular weights of gases~ given the relative weights 
-2nd volu2 es of the gases and a stand<'lrd .. 

u 

20. Calculate one of the variables fomula weight of a gas, mass of gas 
present, volt.:L',e u n der specified con ditions,· ,,•hen the ether t\-:o v.iriablcs -- 
<?.nd th e r.wlar volu.:.-ne under: the spec ified condition are given. The 
V.:!lt.!C for the molar volu;ne at 0°Co and 1 atm. will be 3ssum,~d knm-;n. 

21. De fine the t e rm s , solution, solute:! solvent, conc e ntration, couc.:;ntratcd 
solutio n, ,:-, nd s a tur a ted solution ., 

22. Calculate o n e of tl1e variables , molarity of a solution, the conccntra~ 
t ion of the !:clute by· \-: e iz1.l t, or ti1e volu:~e of !:3olutirJI1, giv<;n the 
oth cr t ' :o v . .,_ r ic~b lc s . 

D. _C_!i_!-~:~ _I~:"·-~~ _!-~Q_~~!_ !~::: ~LATU R_~ 

1. Id 1 ~ ;d: i.fy t~1c co ;::;:.on s y !::bol s for el c-;:·, ,~ nts, ions a nd i:~ clccules. 

7.. :> r}luy t1 ~c sy :..; Lr · ;.~ . ~ t f. c nfj; _;, • i l r. ·l - ~:~ ur· c rul es to n.:-. .-::c cc::.:-::on c:hc;.;:. ical 

c:<} • 'i· 0 ti 0 (1s 
(i) ni: l.; i.·y Cf,._00I I ! l \~ : > T ,._.,) ~ :. ): ·:.f: n 1 ~ds 

(1·,·.) ., . ... c· · · ·)~ , ~.- '.',•··1 1 .. • --.cl .... ~l.)t~ ·, ; ct;ll t. 1,•1 ~ r.y •J-- l vlll.t o. , ··· · '-· · . 

( i ; i) T .~- r·i~ · ' 1·y C 0:n ~~· .: t :~ ~ - ~:, 

( i ·1) }.-c i2 s , E.:::~~· ; .:. n cl S 2 1t ~~ 



E: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

. -
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Differe:nti:-~tc bct\-.·~cn Peri ode r,nd Groups. 

Djffcrcntiate bet \-.·e;cn rr.etals ~nd non- metals, 
- . 

Describe both r~riodic and Grou~>variations in ionization energies 
of ele;-:Jcnts 1-20. 

Describe the general physical and chemical characteristics of 
the alkali metals and Halogen groups. 

Use the periodic table to predict properties, foiTilulas and Bonding 
Type. 

Discuss the physical and chemical properties of some cowmen 
elements and cowpounds: H2, 0 2 , N2 , C02 , He, }fg, A~. Comwon Acids 
anrl Ba sc·s • {' 

F: CP.B1ICAL EQUATIONS 

J • State the conser~ation .. 
J..C.' ... ' s for wassp energy and charge • 

2. Identify reactions :1s being exothemic or cncotherr.-.ic .. 

3. Co~struct a b~l2nccd Equation for a chemical reaction given: 
(i) the formulas of t he rec.ctants and products 

(ii) a word equation 

4. Idc:ntf.fy the 5 simple types of che:lflical r.eactions: corilbination, 
\) dccor:-,position, replacement, F.etath~sis 2-nd neutralization. 

5. Describe without giving experimental d~tails, one method to 
deter.-:1ine the existence of _i~ in a melt or an aqueous solution, 
or interpret ~uch evidence in terrns of ions .. 

6. Dcfi;.c: elec~rolyte, nonelectrolyte 

7. l7&~itc a b2.l;:~:1ced net ionic equation for a 
n;: ~:~cs af :t"eC1ct ;~ nts :in(l proo11cts ar-e gi-..r e n, 
or p-LC:C i.;_)ito.tlon of .:-m. ionic solid. 

reaction for ~hich 
and for t)1e dissolving 

l. Jch.::1t: j fy t:hc 
e;q\.l~lt·inn. 

' . on ::: l.C i nf onn-"1 t ion con t .::d ned in a b<1lo. need chcll!ical 

- 2. Ei :1 l)loy t.hr.! no] c ~::~t:hotl to solve proble:;:-.s in stoichio:r.etry eive:n 
the b;Jl:si1Cl'll c11 <..:n Jc::tl cqu:ttlon. 
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1. (Pr<:requiGite) Construct a line cr.1ph r;ivc:n a set of paired 
data for l\Jo vari<1bles, or 2pply such a graph to dctcrnine the 
relationship bet"''ccn the vari.2blcs. Identify a linear relation
ship and express it r..<Jthc;ni"ltically. . . 

2. Calcul;1.tc the pressure of a g;;s, given suitable barou"'letric or 
1UJno;:;etr:t.c data. 

3. Convert temperatures on either the Centigrc.de or Kelvin scales,. 
to the other. 

~- Apply Eoyle's La'""~ Charles' Law, the general gas equation, and 
the definition of nolar volum~, as appropriate to the solution 
of typical gas calculations invo.lving the relationships bet-ween 
concentration, volurr.e, temperature~ and pressure, including \,,.hen 
conditions are quoted ·as STP. .- ' 

5. Calculate the partial pressure of each gas ~n a wb:ture, given the 
· mass, wolar or volume concentratio~s of the constituents, and given 
the total pressure or sufficient data to calculate ito 

6. Calculate any one of the partial pressure of an :individual gas in 
a mixture, the tote1l pressure, and the co;nbincd pressure of every 
other gas, given the values of the other two variables. 

7. Specify the ch,::mge.s occurring on the molecular level in a gas,. "h'hen 
one of the variables pressure~ volume, tc~perature, mass of gas 
present, is considc~ed the dcpc~dent variable and one or more of 
the others iG ch2ngedo 

\) 
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Jntro(1uct.ory C!H:::!.i::;try - L:, l:J JCLC'cule 

1 OperEtion of a Bunsen Burner and Effect of J!ent on Solids 

2 Some ReCJctiono Involving Evolution of Gases 
• 

3 l:'eighing Hole Qu<Jnti ties 

4 Espirical Formula of lbgnesiu!!l Oxide 

5 Preparatiqn, Collection 2nd Reactions of Oxygen 

6 Preparation and Properties of Carbcn Dioxide 

7 Fincling the Equations for Some SiJ:Jple Reactions 

9 \·:eiehi.ng Equal Volumes of Gases 

11 Reactions Involving For~ation of n Precipitate 

12 Chc•olcnl Tr::1.nsfon-:-..a tions 

B Rcl;;.t:ion Bct'Wccn TCJuperature end Volume of Gases 










